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The World Trade Union
Summed Up
HE WORLD Trade Union
Twhich
sat in London from

Conference,
February · 6
to 17, will be an important landmark in the
history of the working-class movement. The
positive results it achieved should serve as
substantial factors in the development of international co-operation between the trade
unions of the democratic countries.
Convened though it was amidst the difficult
conditions of war the London Conference
w as distinguished for its widely represcn tative character. It was a~tended by 204 delegates who represented about 60,000,000 or.ganized wage and salaried workers in· over
50 countries of Europe, America, Asia, Africa •
and Australia. Of exceptional importance
is the fact that the London Conference was.
the first world trade union conference in
which representatives of the trade unions of
the Land of Socialism-the Soviet Uniontook part.
It is likewise important to note that
representatives of trade unions in dependend es and colonies also took part in the conference. 13y its widely representative character the London Conference compares favourably with the congresses convened before
the war by the International Trade Union
Federation known as the Amsterdam Intern ational. H is common knowledge that during
the whole period of its existence, this fcderaHon represented only a minority of the organized workers, inasmuch as the trade unions
ofthe Soviet Union, the Congress of Industrial
Organizations of the United States, the trade
unions of Latin America and those of the
whole of the colonial world were not affiliate d to it. It may be said without exaggeration
t hat never in the history of the international
w orking-class movement had such complete
a nd all-embracing representation of the organized workers been achieved at any assembly as was ·achieved at · the London Conference. ·
·
. The Woild Trade Union· Conference met
in the conCluding 's tage of the struggle of the
freedom-loving nations against German fas-

1

cist tyranny. It conducted its deliberations during the days when the Red Army in its
winter offensive was b ringing palpably ,nearer our complete triumph over the enemy, and
when the historic m eeting of the leaders of
the Three. Allied Powers in the Crimea-' had
a gain, and with exceptional vividness, demonstrated to the whole world the determination of the great freedom-loving nations to
march ·together not only in encompas~ing the
complete military, m.oral and political defeat of
f ascism, but also in ensuring a firm and just
peace and international security after the war.
Having gathered at such an irnportant
historic juncture the London Conference was
faced with a number of exceptionally important tasks. On the eve of its open~
ing, '\Ve, in the columns of this journal, ex·pressed the hope that the representatives ·of
the different trade unions who had traversed
different historical paths and possessed different traditions and experience would, given
good will, be able to find a common tongue
and achieve success on the road of comradely collaboration. 'This hope, which was
shared .by trade unionists not only in the
U.S.S.R. but in ~:til the other democratic
countries, has undoubtedly been realized.
The World Trade Union Conference discussed
a number of important questions that were
on its · agenda, including that of assisting the
Allied war effort, the attitude of the trade
unions towards the anticipated peace agreement, post-war reconstruction and the urgent
demands of the trade unions, and, last and
most important, the question of forming a
new World Trade Union Federation. The
decisions and documents unanimously adopted by the conference on all these questions
reflect the determination of the working class
of the democratic countries to unite their
efforts not only to achieve the utter rout of·
fascism, but also to vindicate the vital interests of the working people after the war. In
expressing this desire of the organized work-·
ers for lasting international co-operation and
unity the delegates at the conference succ.e ed-
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preparations for the conference. The General
Council, wrote that newspaper ironically,
"must be wondering ruefully what sort of
ungrateful child it has brought into the world.' '"
Nevertheless, the hopes of the' prophets of a
split proved groundless. The conference
found a way out of the difficulJty. As a result of the convincing arguments advanced
by the representatives of a number of delegations, ~and realizing how unanimous was
the conference's desire for unity, the English
-who on this question were supported only
by Stanczyk, an impostor from the camp of
the Polish reactionaries whose presence at the
conference was purely accidental-agreed to
the compromise proposal made by the A1nerican delegate Thomas. True, as a result of this
compromise the trade unions of liberated
Poland were unjustly left out of the conference, but agreement was reached on a.H
other questions.
The decisions adopted by the conference
constitute a program of action for the t rade
unions of the United Nations in rendering
• every possible assistance to the AHied war effort, in protecting the interests of the working class and of its industrial organizations
-i n the period of transition from war to
peace, and in laying the foundations of a
lasting peace among the peoples after the
war. These decisions will serve as powerful
instruments for mobilizing not only the army
of 60,000.,000 trade unionists who wer·e represented at the conference, but the entire
working class of the democratic countries.
Of exceptional importance are the conference's decisions concerning the lines on
which the World Trade Unjon Federation
should be built. Trade unionists rightly expected that the question of forming a new
World Trade Union Federation, an effective
and militant centre of the international trade
union movement, would be in the forefront
of the conference's proceedings. Such, indeed,
was the case. Naturally, the debate on this
question was of an extremely animated
character. It was found that all the progressive elements in the international trade
union movement were emphatically opposed
to the attempt to pour new wine into old
bottles, to galvanize. into life again the
Amsterdam International, which had been
relegated to the realm of shadows and which
had suffered utter political bankruptcy. The
utterances of Schevenels, the General Secretary of this organization, who outlined a plan
for the reorganization of the Amsterdam
International, met with a rebuff at the con-

ed in overcoming the difficulties which confronted them and .in reaching agreement even
on those subjects on which the most serious
disagreement might have been expected.
There were, of course, ticklish mmnents at
the conference. The English press, for example, widely commented on the incident
that occurred at the opening of the conference, when Citrine, the General $ecretary of
the British Trade Union - Congress, sharply
opposed the proposals submitted on two
questions by the Standing Orders Committee
which the conference had set up, viz., on
voting pTocedure and on the invitation to the
conference of representatives of the trade
unions of countries that were formerly satellites of Germany, and also of liberated Poland.
It cannot be said that the arguments advanced by Citrine were convincing. In proposing that the function of the conference
should be exclusively "consultative" he could
think of nothing better to sa,y in support of
his contention than that the Soviet delegation was so 1~rge that it would be able to
dominate the conference. But the bottom was
knocked out of this argument by the proposal of the Standing 0Tders Committee, made
in agreement with the representative .of the
Soviet delegation on the committee, {hat a
basis of voting be established that would
ensure voting equality for all delegations irrespective of their size. As · regaTds Citrine's
arguments against inviting the trade unions
from the former satellite countries and from
liberated Poland, all they amounted to was
that the composition of the conference had
been decided upon by the General Council of
the British Trade Union Congress .as far
back as 1943 and had been finally confirmed by it in the summer of 1944. But this was
no justification for ignoring the extremely
important changes that had since taken place
in the international situation, and, in particular, the revival of the trade union movement in the countries which have been liberate·d from the German fascist yoke.
It looked as though Citrine's utterances,
made on behalf of the British delegation,
were pregnant with grave consequences, the
more so since he considered it appropriate to
talk about the likelihood of an "unpleasant
situation" arising. A number of not altogether unbiassed observers gloated in anticipation of ihe breakdown of the, conference.
Thus the Manchester Guardian in an attempt to add fuel to the flames taunted the
General Cou,ncil of the British Trade Union
Congress with having b-een ca;reless in its
2
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f.erence. The proposal for co-existence · of
the new and old trade union federations met
with no gr·eater support, for it was quite
obvious that the simultaneous functioning of
two rival international organizations would
not help to reinforce the unity of the trade
union movement either internationally or in
the respective countries; that such a situation
wou1d only play into the hands of the clique
of trade union splitters headed by the lea cl.ers of the · American Federation of Labour.
The conference dee1ned necessary the formation of a single, workable World Federation
of Trade Unions, and defined its aims and
objects. By this decision, one of the most
important it adopted, the London Conference
justified the hopes of millions of workers in
the democratic countries, who expected it to
take real steps to secure organizational consolidation of the already established international collaboration between the trade unions
of the democratic countries.
Of special importance is the fact that after
recognizing the necessity of forming a new
organization the London Conference immediately set up an Organizing Committee
to put its decision into effect. This committee, 'which consists of forty-six members representing thirty-two countries, has already
start ed work. To give one an idea of the importance of the functions which have devolved
upon it it is sufficient to mention that it must
d raw up a draft constitution for the new
World Federa:iion of Trade Unions and send it
to the different national trade union organizations for consideration, establish contact with
the trade unions of those democratic countries which did not attend the London Conference for one reason or another, and prepare for the convocation of the inaugural
conference of the World Trade Union Federation. The Organizing Committee has decided
that this conference is to take place in Paris
next September.
The results of the proceedings of the
World Trade Union Conference have been
highly app;aised and favourably commented
upon by the trade unionists of the democratic
countries. Prominent organs of the trade
union press of the United States, Great
Britain, France, Latin America and other
count~ies welcomed these decisions as a
pledge of further .success in international
trade union collaboration.
There are undoubtedly numerous difficulties ih the path of fulfilment of the decisions
of" the London · Conference. · The conference
struck a he'a vy blow at tne splitting
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designs of the reactionary elements in
the trade union movement and increased
their isolation. This applies primarily to the
leaders of the American Federation of
Labour, who not only declined to attend ·the
World Conference but attempted to disrupt
it. These reactionaries are continuing to
weave intrigues with the object of preventing
the unification of the organized working
class the foundations of which were laid at
the :Condon Confe~en ce. At a press conference held on February 16, Gteen, the President
of the American Federation of Labour, unfolded an immediate program of splitting
tactics, viz., to fight for the restoration of the
bankrupt Amsterdam International, . to split
the working-class movement in Latin America, to "assist" the trade unions in the liber._
ated countries of Europe in combating the
"Communist peril," and so forth. These designs of the enemies of organized labour unity
must be sternly resisted by all sincere advocates of militant working-class unity.
The World Trade Union Conference laid the
foundations of international collabora tion between the trade unions of the democratic ·c ountries. In his speech in closing the conference
George Isaacs, the chairman of the conference and a member of the British delegation,
said:
"The World Trade Union Conference is ending,
but ,i ts work is just beginning. I hope that the
spirit of comradeship which was demonstrated
h ere and the great amount of unity which
exists among us will be carried back to our
organizations. They should be able to look bac k
on the conferenc·e as a tuming point in the workdug-class movement."

Soviet trade unionists associate themselves
with this statement of the representative of
the British working-class movement. The
work of uniting and consolidating the ranks
of the organized workers of the democratic
countries is only beginning. Enormous tasks
in this fieLd· still lie ahead. These are: still
further to mobilize the working class for the ·
purpose of rendering all possible assistance
to the war effort of the Allies, to take an
active part in the struggle for the utter rout
of fascism and its extirpation, to protect the
inte:~:;ests of the working Class and · the in-'
terests of democracy in the post-war arrange.!""'
ment of the world. These tasks will be
carried out successfully if the spirit ' of
mutual understanding and comradely cooperation that pervaded the World Trade
Unio n Conference will continue t o mould the
activities of the tr ade union organizations in
all th e democratic countries.
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workers were killed and many of the demonstrators were wounded. It was only on
the demand of the Al1ied Control Commission
that orders to cease fire were given.
That this shooting U:p of a peaceful ,demonstration of the people in the streets of the
Rutnanian capita l was n ot the arb itrary .act
of individual police brigands, but part of a
deli berate plan, is a ttested by the fact that
shnil a r attacks by troops and gen da rm es on
p eaceful d em onstrations took pla ce that .same
d a y i n Craiova, Ca racal a n d B r a) oV. In sotne
cases besides police and t roops grou ps of
legionaries fired up o n the peop le. I n l3ra~ ov,
f or ex ample, the demons tration was fired
upon b y a group of legio na r ies ens co nced in
the office of the National Tsarani s t newspaper Avdntul. During the demons tra tio n in
Sibiu a band of legionaries, w ho have
fonnd refuge in the National Tsaranist P a rty,
d istributed leaflets marked with the swastika.
Incidentally, if anybody had any lingering
doubt as to whether this bloody action of the
Rtnnanian reactionaries was organized by
Prime Minister Radescu and his immediate
assistants, ·Radescu himself hastened to dispel
it. In a radio speech on the evening of February 24 he adopted a tone which the Rumanians were accustomed to hear from Antonescu, Horia Sirna and other avowed hirelings
of Hitler. Radcscu deliberately slandered the
people by accusing the demonstrators of having attacked the police and the troops. He
referred to the leaders of the National Democratic Front as "people without God or
country," and as "savage hyenas," and concluded his _s peech with the words:

THESE past weeks the political situation

in Rumania has grown exceedingly acule.
The course of events has revealed the true
colours of the governtuent headed by General Hadescu. Unwilling and unable to b a se
thenlSelves on the den1o c ratic forces of the
Run1anian people, the reactionary elements
that don1ina te it banded tog et h er wit h y eslt-'r
day 's follow ers of An lon escu, the people w ho
in league wilh Hitler German y drag g('d
R uman ia · into the w ar agains t the So vie t
Union and the other United Nations. Carryi ng in to execution the plan the reactio :·ta r i ~ s
h ad prep a r ed, Gen eral Hadesc u came ou t in
t he middle of F ebruary \\lth mal ici,Jus statem en ts levelled against t he Nationa l Democratic Front and aga in s t all the demoera tic denwnds of the popula r · n1asses of
RUinania. He thereby obviou ·dy provoked
actions
the democratic organizations to
which would furnish him with an excuse to
smash the National Democratic Front and
establish ,a reactionary dictatorship.
However, the lead ers of the National Democratic Front did not succun1b to the provocation and restrained the indignation of ,the
masses within the legal bounds of political
warfare. On February 24 the National Democratic Front called n1ass meetings in llu·
·C harest -and a number of other towns in
order once more to voice the demand of the
masses for the resignation of Radescu's reactionary government, the punctii:ous and speedy
fulfilment of the armistice terms, curbing the
pro· Hitler elements, and for democratic reforms.
Nearly half a million people attended the
.neeting on the Square of the Nations in
Bucharest. It was · addl,'essed not only by representatives of organizations affiliated · to the
National Democratic Front, but also by a number of other leaders. When the meeting was
over a procession was formed which marchPd
to the Palace Square. At the hcntl of the columns the demonstrators carried portraits of
the King and of the leaders of lhc Unih·d Nations-Stalin, Hoosevelt and Churchill--and
the fl ::igs of the United Nn fi,·m". As the main
columns debouched into the Palace Square,
rifle rind machine-gun fire was opened on the
demonstrators from the ' roof of · the lVIinjstry
of the Interior and from the windows of the
demolished left wing of the palace. Two

"'Ve must · an rise as one man and meet the
danger face to face·. The army and I will perform
our duty to the end. You too must stand at your
posts."

This frank appeal to the fascist elements in
Rumania, this downright dictatorial tone indicated that Ra.descu had thrown oiT all restraint. His lying insinuations were r efuted by
hundreds of authoritative witnesses, including
a group of prominent generals and other officers and also the well-known Rumanian
journalist Nicolai Petra~cu, who is at' the
same time Reuter's correspondent and Chairman of the Association of Foreign Journalists·
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in Rumania. In a statement he made to a
TASS correspondent, Petra~cu said that the
demonstration was quite orderly and that the
police and troops opened fire on the demonstrators without any excuse or pretext.
It can therefore be taken as a fact that
the forces of reaction, headed by Radescu
and his myrmidons, wanted to start a civil
war against the Rumanian people relying upon
elements that had involved Rumania in the
war on the side of the Germans. That was
their plan. The brazen sortie of the fascist elements provoked a storm of popular anger in
Rumania. lm.m ediately after the shooting the
demonstrators gathered at an imprmnptu meeting at which ardent speeches were delivered
demanding that the criminals who fired upon
the people be brought to book. The Council
of the National Democratic Front published
a statement exposing Radescu's criminal role
in engineering the 1massacre and declaring
that "the only answer to this criminal f)ct
can be Radescu's in1mediate dismissal and
arrest." Six 1\Hnisters representing ,parties and
organizations of the National Democratic
Front sent a telegram to the King in which
they called Radescu a butcher, . protested
against the massacre of peaceful citizens, and
demanded
the
immediate disn1issal
of
Radescu's government and the · arrest and
punishment of the culprits . .
The day following the shooting protest
meetings and demonstrations were held all
over the country., At huge meetings in .Jassy,
Constan tsa, Timi~oara, Bra~ov and ,scores of
other towns and villages the Rumanian people
expressed their ~ndignation at the outrageous
acts of provocation of the reactionaries.
These meetings were addressed not only
by · representatives of the National Democratic Front. Colonel Constantinescu, Chief
of Staff of the Rumanian Corps, spoke at the
meeting in Jassy and conveyed to it the greetings of General Coman, Commander of the
Corps. Another speaker ·at this meeting was
Lazarescu, of the National Liberal Party, who
expressed his indignation at the conduct of
Radescu and Maniu. A telegram was sent to
the King by the Central Committee of the
Public Employees' Union, signed by its
Chairman, Professor Profirea, by .representatives of the employees of the Ministries of
Economy, Finance, Health, Justice, Agriculture, the Interior, Education and Ways of
Communication, . · as well as
by L arianu,
Chairman of the Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry. They signed this telegram as eyewitnesses of the criminal acts of
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the troops and police and demanded Radescu's resignation.
One would have thought that public opinion in all the den1ocratic countries would have
associated itself with this protest of the broad
masses of the people of Rumania. After all,
not even a month has passed since the leaders of the three foremost Powers of the antiHitler coalition publicly stated in the Declaration on Liberated Europe adopted at the Crimea Conference that "the establishment of order in Europe and the rebuilding of national
economic life must he achieved by processes
which will enable the liberated peoples to
destroy the last vestiges of Nazism and Fascism and to create democratic institutions of
their own choice." Yet certain organs of the
British and American press adopted a manifestly anti-democratic attitude on this question and came out in support of the Rumanian pro-fascist elements.
The British 1\finistry of Information, in. its
report on the Rumanian events, repeated the
false statements of Radescu and the reactionary clique ,grouped around him. Ignoring
the fact that nearly half a million people
'took part in the demonstration on which the
Rumanian fascists fired, the British l\1inistry
of Information declared in its statement that
it was "Rumanian extremists calling themselves a 'den1ocratic front,"' but who in fact
an· Communists" who were trying to l!verthrow Radescu's government. Evidently the
authors of this statement have not yet rid
themselves of the bad habit of dubbing · any
elements they don't like "Communist bands.~'
In this same statement it is declared without
the slightest foundation that the demonstrations in Rumania had "Soviet support."
The Manchester Guardian asserts that
Radescu's government was attacked by a
minority. The New .York Times went even
further: its Berne correspondent, citing mythical reports from the Balkans, wrote . that
in Bucharest a large group of armed Communists tried to overthrow the government
and establish Soviets in Rumania. The
correspondent cited the Bucharest radio in
support of the assertion that Ana Paucker
(member of the Central Committee of the
Rumanian Communist Party) had led a Communist attack on the royal palace, the Ministry
of the Int erior, the Prefecture, and . the
Central Telegraph Office; and that . the
Communists shed blood. Unfortunately. one
cannot help noting that this report by a
reputable American newspaper fully coincides
with the description of the Rumanian events
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given by the ,German radio on February 28.
These and similar utterances •b y certain
newspapers of the Allied countries involuntarily suggest a number of questions. \Vhat
grounds are there for asserting, as the
Manches(f:I' Guardian does, that Radescu is
being opposed by a minority, when at the
meeting on February 24 were gathered nearly half , a million people, or roughly twothirds of the entire adult population of
Bucharest? If at the protest meetings against
the firing on the demonstration 25,000 people
ga1thered in Constantsa, 30,000 in Timi.~oara,
and 35,000 in Bra~ov, what grounds are there
for the ,claim that the _majority of the Rumanian people are for Radescu and not against
him.? Is it not high tirrie to stop applying the
epithets ~'bands," "extremists" and the like
to .t he millions of _people who are striving
was
democracy which
very
that
for
proclaimed in the Atlantic · Charter, the
Crimea Declaration and in all the programmatic documents of the United Nations
generally? Is it not high time for all who
would be called democrats to ,stop supporting
reactionary privileged upper strata, · whose
only concern is to preserve their privileges?
The National Democratic Front in Run'lania unites not only the Con'lmunist and
Socialist Parties; it also embraces the trade
unions, the agriculturists' l:l_n.ion__, the Union
of the
of Patriots-broad organizations
working population. Radescu was actively
opposed not only by the National Democratic
Front, but by representatives of all parties
and all sections of Rumanian society, inc1uding many . representatives of the National
Tsaranist and National Liberal Parties, of
the clergy, of •b usiness circles, the army, etc. In
Rumania there is neither a Parliament nor
anything resembling a Consultative Assetnbly.
The military situation does not · permit the
immediate holding of general elections there.
Does. that mean that as long ,as there are no
elections the government that happens to
exist at the moment, irrespective of what its
policy ,may be or in whose interests it func tions, is to have a monopoly in voicing the
will of the people?
The will of the people is expressed in ldi-

ways. Its -expression does not, on or can it,
always and vnder all circumstances ;be c.onfined to the oustomary and traditional lines
adapted to normal conditions of peace time.
Did not the resistance movement in the
Hitler-occupied countries express .the will of
the peoples of these countries to rid them.selves of the invaders more .c learly than any
vote could have done? Was not the wave of
meetings · and den1onstrations that swept
through Rumania and en'lbraced hundreds
upon hundreds of thousands of representatives of the most diverse sections of society
an unambiguous expression of the will of the
Rumanian people? This can only be -denied
by those who love to talk about the will of
the people, but who actually fear nothing
more than the triumph of the genuine will
,
o.f the people.
Public opinion in the · Soviet Union is fully
aware that the present events in Rumania
cannot be considered only an internal affair
of that country. The interests of the common
struggle of the Allies against Hitler Germany
will not permit a wretched handful of reactionaries, who are trying to preserve their
privileg-e s and save the fascist cadres, to
provoke civil war in a country in the immediate rear of the Red Army, which is engaged
in a bloody fight against the German fascist
tyrants. Those who, while claiming to be
champions of democracy, take the side of
the reactionaries and enemies of the people
every time a real, not only V·erbal, fight for
democracy is on the order of the day are
doing the common cause of the Allies a
gr-e at disservice.
The Rumanian reactionaries sustained a
defeat and Radescu's government was forced
to resign. It is to be hoped that it will bP
succeeded by a government which will cal1
to stern account thos-e guilty of the bloody
massacre of February 24 and which will be
able to ensure the scrupulous and speedy
observance of all the tern'ls · of the armistice,
the extermination of the Hitler agency in
Rumania, the carrying out of urgent democratic reforms - and the satisfaction of the legitimate demands of the masses.
ve~se
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on the si~e
against the Soviet
Union, the ruling circles in Helsinki loudly
p roclaimed that the Finnish people unanimously approved of their pro-German policy
and fascist war. Subsequently it transpired
that even then there were no few opponents
of the German-Finnish coalition and the war,
but their voices were forcibly suppressed. The
opponents of the government's policy were
either intimidated or flung into prison or
concentration camps. Not a single newspaper
or public speaker was permitted to criticize
the ·German-Finnish "comradeship in arms"
that was so fatal for the country. In this
way the Finnish government was able during
the war to create the illusion of at least a
tacit "unanimity" of the Finnish people in
the fascist war.
This artificially created illusion, however,
was swept aw·ay as soon as the armistice was
concluded. It was enough to deprive the
Finnish reactionaries of the opportunity of
keeping the advocates of peace and of colla~
boration with the United Nations under lock
a nd key for this mirage of the Finnish people
u nited and solid around the banners of jingoism, reaction and fascism to vanish. It
turned out that there W·a s not only a camp
o f reaction and fascism in Finland, but. also ·
a camp of democracy and progress. From
the depths of the masses sprang up at once
a rapidly growing movement which rallied
a round the militant 'b anner of the de1nocratic
front.
But the old camp of Finnish reaction did
not yet lose its predominant position in the
country. It was politically bankrupt as a
result of its "comradeship in arms" with the
Germans and was compelled to resign itself
to the fact that the cabinet that was formed
after the armistice · included a number of
representatives of the new orientation in Finnish politics · headed by the Prime Minister ·
Paasikivi. Nevertheless, thanks to the efforts
of President Mannerheim, the old reactionary camp was very strongly represented
in this cabinet and this probably explains
w hy the Paasikivi Goverument finds it difficult to make pro~ress. All departments of the
sta te apparatus, starting from the higher cad r es of the army, police, judiciary, etc., are
Finland was
W RILE
of Hitler Germany

fight~ng

dominated by the reactionary forces which
during the Ryti-Linkomies regin1.e, dispJa veti
exc-eptional zeal in strangling the democr~tic
forces of the Finnish people. In the present
situation they are behaving more cautiously,
but there is no evidence that they have abandoned their former fascist line and intend to
leave the reactionary camp.
The leaders of the reactionary camp are
now employing flexible defensive tactics and,
when necessary, make a minimum of concessions in order to save a maximum of their
positions •a nd privileges. · Virtually, . they have
no othe.r program. Only the representatives
of the democratic front have advanced a
positive program which demands a change
of course in Finland's foreign and domestic
politics in the interests of the Finnish people.
Both camps are now appealing to the ·electors.
In the political conflict between the forces of
the old and the new course the forthcoming
Diet elections, which are to be held in the
middle of March, will undoubtedly mark . a
very important stage.
What questions are 'b eing pushed into the
forefront .in the present election campaign?
As regards foreign policy the main question
is the radical revision of Finland's ill-advised
policy towards the Soviet Union that was
pursued for so many years. Such a revision
is dicta ted by the most vital interests of
Finland. As far as the Soviet Government is
concerned, it has clearly ~ndicated its readiness to welcome all sincere steps on the part
of the Finnish people towards friendship •a nd
collaboration with the Soviet people. It !is
quite obvious that the Soviet Government was
fully in the position last year to dictate to
Finland, had it so desired, more far-reaching
armistice terms than those it actually presented and would have been morally justified in
doing so. The leniency the Soviet Union. displayed towards Finland was clearly prompted
by the desire to help the Finnish people
to take the path of finn peaceful relations
and collaboration with their great Eastern
neighbour.
After the armistice W·as concluded a fairly
broad movement sprang up in favour of initiating and developing collaboration with the
Soviet Union. This movement was headed by
the well-known Finland-Soviet Union Society,
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to which belong not only leaders of workers'
organizations and representatives of the progressive intelligentsia, but also prominent
representatives of some of the liberal and
conservative circles of the Finnish bourgeoisie.
Thanks to the activities of this important
organization a breach has already been made
in the wall _of anti-Soviet prejudice, and steadily, if 'slowly, . there is . spreading among
various sections of the Finnish public not
only a realization of the historical necessity
for Finland to live in peace and harmony
with her Eastern neighbour, but ·a lso a deeper
under standing of the importance to the country of the free development of Soviet- Finnish
relations. People who six months ago saw no
.w ay out of the impasse that was created by
the f atal German-.Finnish "comradeship in
arms" are 'now beginning to understand what
incalculable "advantages for Finland's future
are held out by the development of economic,
political and cultural collaboration with the
Soviet Union; and they are beginning to realize that such collaboration opens up reliable
prospects of ·a rapid and all-sided revival of
the national economy and culture of an independent, democratic Finland.
'
There has never been a case in the history
of independent Finland of the ruling reactionaries subordinating their policy to the national interests of the country. Had they been
concerned about the interests of their country
they would have found the road to collaboration with the Soviet :Union long ago. But
just as before the war. they .sabotaged even
the most modest steps towards development
of commercial relations with the Soviet Union,
so now they would like to block the road to
the development of firm collaboration between
the.· Finnish and Soviet. peoples. They are
obviously afraid that as Finnish-Soviet busi-

Nevertheless, after his trip to Finland
A. Werth became convinced that " the idea
will also sink in that they [th e F inns] w ill
have to co~operate with the United Na tion s,
notably with
their neighbour, Russi a."
"Now a ·n ew era has opened in Finnish-R ussian relations," he emphasized. At th e same
time, knowing how stubborn the Fin nish
reactionaries were and the "educational"
activity they had conducted for many years
in inculcating the spirit of jingoism and
Nazism, he quite rightly warned that time
would be needed for the entire Finnish people
to accustom themselves to the new idea of
Soviet-Finnish collaboration.
In the election campaign the Finnish reactionaries have come out under the false
watchword of "protecting the independence
of Finland." This is the very slogan under
cover of which, as is known, they waged the
war in conjunction with the Germans for
aggressive aims. Now they are using this
slogan to conceal their aim of abusing the

ness and cultural relations expand the interest

independence of Finland in the way

observers who look below the surface. For
example, A. Werth, the English radio comrnen tator, who recently visited Helsinki, drew
attention in his statement of February 10 to
the present political views of the leading
elements of such a large pro-German organization as the Comrades-in-Arms League, which
was at last dissolved in spite of the stubborn
resistance of all the reactionary circles in
Finland. Concerning . these elements A. \Vert h
said:
"Thes€ people had not yet acc-e pted t h e idea
that co-operation with Russia is the only cou rse,
and though Germany is being effecti vely k n ocked'
out by the Red Army, they still go on playing
with the idea that there m ay some tim€ b e a
conflict between Russia and B r itain a nd Am€rica,
and that F i nland can then cash in."

of broad circles of Finnish society in the
further cultivation and expansion of such
good-neighbourly relations will grow, and that
then it will .be extremely difficult for them
to turn the country back to the former
foreign policy, the spearhead of which was
turned against the Soviet Union.
True, at the present time, the Finnish
reactionaries do not publicly advocate a
return to their former anti-Soviet policy, but
neither do they dissociate themselves from
the traditional policy of the reactionary ruling
camp. They merely demand that th eir assurances of good will towards the Soviet Union
be taken .at their face value. These verbal as surances, however, fail to ·c onvince unbia ~sed

they

had done in past years, when Finnish diplomacy intrigued against the security of the
neighbouring Soviet State. Nevertheless, the
Finnish people are · beginning to' realize as a
result of their own experience that the only
danger that might threaten the independence
· of Finland are the shady tricks of the Finnish
reactionary jingoes working hand in glove
with Germa n fa scists, or other enemies of the
Soviet Union. In their election campaign, the
representa lives of Finnish democracy are
exposing the pernicious foreign policy pur ~
sued by the reactionary camp and are advocat . .
ing in opposition to it a policy of peace,,
friendship and collaboration with the Soviet
Union.
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As regards questions of dome~tic policy,
prominent among election issues are the political and economic demands of the Democrati.e League · of the Finnish . People, which
consists of the so-called "Group of the Six",
(led by the six members of the Diet who,
during the war, were arrested for anti-war
.activities), the Communist Party, a number
<Of local organizations of the Social- Democratic Party, most of the leaders of the SocialDemocratic opposition, and numerous demo·
cratically-minded intellectuals. The Democratic League of -the Finnish People primarily
p uts forward a program for the democrati·
.za tion of the state, administration and legislature, the . extirpation of fascism from the
g overnment offices and from all public and
p olitical life, and also the prosecution of
those responsible for the war and other war
·criminals~

The representatives of the reactionary camp
deny the existence of fascism and fascists
in ·the country ·and on these grounds deny
the necessity for any measures to eradicate
fascism and its influence from public life.
True, during the past two months hundreds
of fascist organizatjons have been dissolveq.,
b ut in most cases the fascists have remained
in their posts, including very high posts. Not
.a single department has been purged, neither
t he leadership of the army and the police,
n or the government and municipal offices.
Even the old criminal Secret Police, which
.closely collaborated with the German Gestapo,
is. still alive and flourishing. Nor have the
Finnish adherents of Hitlerism yet been
deprived of the opportunity of disseminating
fas cist poison. Under these circumstances it
is n ot surprising that Finnish democrats
regard such a situation as intolerable from
the point of view of the normal development
o f Finland.
At the same time the Democratic League
-of the Finnish People comes · out in the
elections in defence of the economic interests
-of the working classes, upon whose shoulders
the Finnish reactionaries are trying to impose
the brunt of the material consequences of the
war . In their election program the organizations affiliated to the Democratic L eague propose a number of measures for alleviating the
hard conditions of the workers, pea sants and
salaried employees. A special plac•e among
these measures -is occupied by . a practical
plan f or allotting land to settlers, demobilized
soldiers and poor peasants. To carry out this
impor tant plan a land reform is proposed,
to be carried out at the expense of the arable
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land of the large private estates, and adequate
state aid . to settlers.
These important problems of foreign and
domestic policy constitute the dividing line
between the two fronts that are deploying in
the election campaign. Whoever wishes to
make a p re-election .appraisal of the relation
of forces of these two fronts must bear in
mind that the Democratic League of the Fin.: ·
nish People was organized only several
months ago and that it is oppos·e d by all the
old parties, including the Social·Democrati'c
Party~ which have long been in power. True,
as a consequence o f their political bankruptcy
in connection with the war, these parties
have lost many of t heir former supporters,
but, on the other hand, th ey have gained
new supporters from the dissolved I.K.L.
(the Nazi party), . the Schutzkorps and other
fascist organizations. While there are a
number. of wavering or opposition
democrats among the candidates put forward
by parties like the Social-Democratic Party,
the Swedish Party, the Progressive Party and
the Agrarian Party, the fact remains that the
leaders of these parties are hand in glove
with the arch-reactionary Coalition · Party
with which they had formed the govern·
mental bloc during the war.
In addition, the followi-ng must be taken
into consideration. There are many Jocalities
in Finland, particularly in the rural districts,
which have by no means been completely
freed from the atmosphere of hidden intimidation on the part of the Schutzkorps e'le·
ments. In most of the towns and villages
throughout the country tP.e democratic fo;rces
have no premises in which to hold meetings,
whereas their opponents, of course, have
premises everywhere. The old parties have
other advantages too. They have hundreds of
newspapers, whereas the supporters of the
Democratic League of the· Finnish People
~ave only a few. The reactionaries have l~rge
election funds at their disposal, whereas the
democrats have only small funds, collected
mainly from the workers. Moreover, the old
parties in the Diet hav·e considerable experience in electioneering with all the demagogic dodges (some of them even hav.e
exp_e rience in faking election results). On
the
other hand, the old parties
are
handicapped by their former collaboration
with the Hitlerites. Over thirt~ of the prin·
cipal and most well-known candidates · of
these .parties-Linkomies, Tanner, Ramsay;
Reinikka, and others-are so discredit'ed - as
close accomplices of the ·· Hitler naridits ·· that
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either - they were compelled to abstain fromstanding for election, or else their own.
parties had to throw them on the scrap-heap
without waiting for the verdict of the electors. It will readily be understood that if
the reactionary elements had succeeded in
using th.e course of the election ·c ampaign to
consolidate their positions this would have
· been fraught with serious danger' to the Fin~ish people, for the reaction, thus encouraged,
would have attempted to manoeuvre the country into a repetition of the fatal mistakes that
so recently brought it to the brink of disaster.

The Democratic .League of the Finnish
People is fighting under clean colours and
for a just cause. Herein lies i.ts advantage.
And this is quite sufficient to 'enable the
young forces of Finnish democracy, by their
earnest struggle in the interests of the people,.
to win at the forthcoming elections considerable mass · influence and a considerable number of seats in .the Diet. If this result is.
achieved in the very first elections contested
by the League, it will undoubtedly mark an
important step .forward on the part of the
Finnish people towards a better future.

S. SLOBODSKOY

TALY is a country where fascism · not
I only
sustained military defeat but also

and fascist actions in a number of countries?
principally in Republican Spain and Fra nce.
Even before the conclusion of the HaloGerman military alliance, Roatta established
close contaCt with the German intelligen ce
service and furnished it with valuable in formation. The list of crimes in which Ro~tta
and former Deputy :Minister of Foreign
Affairs Suvic and other prominent fascists
who have been brought to trial with him are
implicated is a ·very long one. In it figure,.
in particular, the assassination in Marseilles
in 1934 of King Alexander of Yugoslavia
and the French Foreign Minister Barthou ~
the assassination by the French Cagoula rds
on . orders from Rome of the Rosselli brothers ~
leaders of the Italian anti-fascist "Justice and
Liberty" organization in :1937, etc. During
the war Roatta commanded the Second Italian Army of Occupation in Yugosiavia.
There he distinguished himself by his extreme brutality and ferocity towards the partisans and the civilian population. He was
included in ·t he Yugoslav Government's list
of war criminals long ago. Roatta 's atrocities
in Yugoslavia have long been universally
known. But ,this did not prevent him from
:;tct.ing as Chief of Staff of the army of liberated Italy right down to April 1944.
Taddeo Orlando, anuther prominent Italian
general, formerly commander of the Sardinian Granatieri Division which gained notoriety by the frightful atrocities it committed
in Slovenia, is also accused of war crimes
by the, Yugoslav patriots; but this did not

suffered complete moral and political bankruptcy. In the course of the war the Italian
fascists utterly exposed themselves as Hitler's
lackeys and as unscrupulous adventurers who
shrank from no cr:ime. The programs of all
the Italian parties and organizations which
have rallied to the banner of progress demand that fascism be extirpated. However,
little has yet been done in this direction.
So far the ·purge in liberated Italy has
consisted mainly of the dismissal of minor officials from
certain administrative
bodies . and of the stripping of a certain section of prominent fascists. most of whom
are at present beyond the reac);l of the Italian
authorities, of their titles of honour. Only

in recent months have the courts taken up
the cases of war criminals and high-placed
traitors, but the list of persons brought to
trial is ridiculously small compared with the
numb('r of fascist criminals and their a·ccomplices who are residing on the liberated .territory of Italy and who hold responsible posts
in the army, the police, in municipal and in
government bodies.
· It was over a year after the signing of the
·armistice . before General Roatta, fascist superspy and butcher of the Slovenian people,
was put in the prisoner's ' dock. As chief of
the inteJligence service of the fascist army,
Roatta, together with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and other fascist organs, organized
espionage, sabotage, political assassinations
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prevent him fron1 serving as ·Italian War~
Minister right down to June 1944. At present
he is a com:mander of gendarn1erie (of the
Carabinieri Corps) and has 1nade himself
notorious in this post by addressing a circular.
to his subordinates drawing their attention
to the "alarming lack of discipline and dangerous spirit of sedition" among the masses
and ordering them to act against them "resolutely and without hesitation."
Only very recently have proceedings been
commenced against the traitor generals who
surrendered their positions to the Germans
without a fight, and who · hindered the efl'orts
of the Italian patriots to organize resistance
to the forces of occupation. One of these
generals, Basso, · surrendered Naples to the
Germans without a fig~t. After t!J.is he was
appointed commander of ' the arined forces
on the island of Sardinia, and was -then given
another post.
Only in November 1944 did the authorities
make up their mind to confiscate the property of Dino Grandi and other high fascis~t
leaders.
·
·Big landowners, industrialists and financiers known to have been actively implicated
in the fascist terror and in Mussolini's military adventures have, i.n the main, been left
unmolested. The tolerance displayed towards
fascist accomplices in liberated Italy was
strikingly evidenced by the sending of the
financier Luigi Podesta, who for a long time
w as a prominent agent of Mussolini's in
America, to the United States on a "technical"
m ission (the printing of Italian banknotes).
T he appearance of Podesta in the United
States on an official mission provoked a storm
of indignation among broad Italo-American
circles, who were certain that he had been
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the Court of Cassation, who held that· post
also under the fascist regime.
It cannot be denied that the course and
character of the purge are influenced by the
fact that a number of · provinces situa,ted in
proximity to the war zone are still' under the
direct control of the Allied military administration, and that generally the freedom of
action of the Italian government is severely
circumscr.i bed
by
the
armistice
terms.
It would be wrong, however, to attribute the
extreme laxity with which the fight against
fascism is being waged in Italy entirely to
external causes. ·The demand for the eradication of fascism, the punishment of the fascist criminals, and the speeding up of the
democratization of the country is encountering
fierce re-sistance, ' first and foremost, from the
reactionary, pro-fascist forqes in Italy who
are prepared to go to all lengths to save the
remnants of fascism, upon the_ preservation
of which their privileges and their immunity
from punishm·e nt for their own crimes de- .
pend.
In their fight against the complete elimination of fascism and the creation of a free,.
democratic Italy, the reaCtionary forces lean
for support on the Vatican and on the clerics who take their ·orders from it. The Vatican has done not a IHtle to save from con·
· dign punishment a number of prominent
fascist leaders who were found on the territory of liberated Italy. According to the press~
some of them (Federzoni, Rossoni, Bottai,
and others) are hiding in the Vatican. It is
largely on the insistence of ~the Vatican that
many leaders of provincial fascist organizations have still gone unpunished, :and .that
· numerous fasCist appointees still hold leading
posts on the local government bodies of Southern Italy. This is in full harmony with the
line of the Vatican as defined by Pope
Pius XII even before Mussolini's overthrow
in his message to Archbishop Spellman of
New York, the sum and substance of which
was that in the event of the downfall of the
fascist regime the fascist party was to be
disbanded, but the fascist prefects ·w ere to
he retained in their posts as a bulwark of
order.
· . It is the cherished ambition of the Vatican
to preserve the principles of the fascist system as far as possible, only without the fascist signboard and without the most compromised of the fascist leaders. It is not surprisi~g that the clerical elements in the country
most closely connected with the Vatican are

arrested long ago.
The failure to fight with due energy for
the extirpation of fascism has aroused the deep
dissatisfaction of the masses · and the protest
of sincere patriots. But hitherto they have
failed to secure any radical change in the
situation. The existing purge law, the procedu n~ it lays down, the method of constituting the bodies authorized to carry out the
purge, above all, the fact that the directors
of the purge have no real powers afford th e
widest opportunity for sabotage and for the
shiel ding of the criminals, who · have no la ck
of h igh-placed protectors inside and outside
the country. Suffice it to say that the president of the Special Supreme Court for the
trial of fascist criminals is the president of
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gument in justification- of 1the ~co.nduct'· of the
police that "the gendarmes and the police
are also part of the people."

appearing in the role of "peaoemakers" in
respect to Italian fascism. This is the position
t ;::tken up, for example, by the Quotidiano,
organ of the OathoHc Action, a federation of
. c hurch charitable, economic and propaganda
organizations, which continued to exist under the fascist regime and which counted
no( :;t few · fascist agents aJillong its leaders.
This newspaper pleads for mercy . towards
the fascist criminals and demands that they
b e tr!ed in accordance witp the ordinary
r ules of judicial procedure.
"It shoul1d not be forgotten," it preaches,
"' that even the worst oriminal is a hum,a n
being, all the more so since neglect of the
human being Hes at the bottom of the to talii·adan dementia."
The readeDs of the Ha:li3Jil Liberal Party
p rofess to favour an "objective" and "anbiassed" :purge, but actually they are doing
their utmost to hinder it. The Liberals com..bin.e a defen,c e of the f.asci>st crinunals with
an attempt to belittle the danger represent·-€d by these cutthroats, who are !Still active
.:in the country. Risorgimento Liberale, organ
of the Liberal Party, publishes articles un-der the heading "Fascism Is Dead," in which
it avers that ' all fears of a "revival of the
fascists' underground activities" are ground:Iess, and thaJt the possibility of the remnants
-o f the old regime rallying and reappearing
, :as a political force "must be definitely
._r·e jected."

The resistance of the rreactionary forces
is not confined to opposing the extirpa- ·
tion of fascism. As a rule, all measures
designed to democratize the political system, to ameliorate the condition of the
workers arid peasants in any way, to
organiz.e the fight against profiteering and
the black market, to enlist the efforts
of the peopte in raising the country from
its economic prostration, and to reorganize and purg-e the army, encounter the
stubborn resistance and sabotage of the
reactionary forces. Chara,c tedstic of the pace
at which the prooes~s of democratiza1tion is
going on in Italy is the fact that the
decision, adopted already by the Badoglio
Cabinet, to creatte a more or less authoritative "Consultative Assembly" 'tp function
with the government has not been put into
tffeot to this day. On the other hand, the
Senate, whose members were appointed by
the king and selected from among the most
conservative and reactionary elements, has
been resus·citated with the objectt of using
it as a counterpoise to the Central Committee
of National Liberation.
Even more significant are the frenzied
efforts of the pro-fascist forces to preserve
the bankrupt and discredited General Staff
of the army, which in September 1943 did
·e verytl:hing in its power to undermine Italy's
defences against a Hitler invasion. This
Staff had become utterly corrupt and, as
General Berardo, its former chief, decl'ared,
was a nest of "careerism and peculation."
(About the political complexion of the Staff
the general thought it wise to say nothing.)
The existence of such a Staff has long been
a serious hindrance to tl:he rehabil'itation of
the Italian army. Only in November 1944,
when the question of creating a morally
and politically sound and militarily efficient
army had become exceptionally acute, did
the government venture to adopt .a decision
to disband and reorganize the General Staff.
But it is still uncertain whether the authorities will be slt rong-minded enough . to carry
out this reform in all its impHcations, for
the reactionary forces are deeply interested
in preserving a situation in Italy where,
in the words of the New York P. M.,
the "democratic civil authority is dependent on
the monarchical and. reactionary led anny,"

·,_ . ..Besides. ·t heir b~nevolent and "charitable"
·attitude towards the fascist criminals, the
.Lib.eral and clerical .c ircles ar-e betraying
,g reat consideration for the police and the
~ gendarmes, who a'c t in the spirit of General
mentioned
Taddeo Orlando's instructions
above. Last October the police and the
g endarmes brutally attacked a demonstration of ci vil serv,a nts of Palerm.o, who came
o ut into the streets -demanding increased
salaries. About a score of the demonstrators
'\\yere killed and olile hundred were injured.
The Osservatore Romano, official organ of
lhe Vatican, demned it necessary to lend
moral support to the police, whose behaviour
roused a storm of protest in the country and
rendered valuable service to the Sicilian separatists. Controverting a newspaper which
· wrote lthat ·"under a democratic regimle the
p ·eopl'e are not fir·e d upon, ~and arms are
used against the enemies of the people and
·-to d efend the people from 1he.i:r enemies,"
~llle Vati·can oTgan adduced the superb aT1
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in which, according to ,the sam-e newspaper,
there ar.e still 400 Mussolini generals.
l't i S not surp:rising that the a-ctivities of
reactionaries assumed an unusually
the
virulent and organized character after the
arrest of Roatta and the decision to reorganiz·e the General Staff. The immediate purpose of these activities, whkh Ied to a
government ·c risis at the end of November
and the beginning of December last year,
was to .split the Central Committee of National Liberation; .t o destroy its political influence, to oust the Go·m muriists and other
Left parties from the governm,e nt, and to
set up a new, Righ!t cabinet consisting of
such . "authorita1ive" representatives of tradiLiherali·s m as ex-Pl'lemier
tional ·Itali!an
Orlando, :who ·c ontinued to co-operate · with
Mussolini even after the assassination of
Matteotti, right down to November 1924. One
of the first acts of this new government was
to be the complete abolition of the detested
Commissariat for the Punishm·e nt of Fascist
Criminals.
The · rea•c tionary cliques which directed
these activities wer.e no doubt aware that
they might provoke a storm of protest on
the part of the democratic and anti -fascist
forces of the ·c ountry. But it is to be presumed that the T!eaotionaries, having thrown
off all restraint, were not averse to provoking the mlaS:ses to violent action in the
hope of thus bringing about foreign int•e rvention in their own favour. The initiators
of thes-e activities were not worried by the
fact that lthe aggravation of the internal
struggle would be detrimental to the fi.ght
against the Gennans and play into lthe hands
of Hitler and Mussolini. The enlistment of
the hroad masses of the It3Jlian peorp.le in
the fight against Hitler has no part in the
plans of the Italian reactionaries and their
protectors •a mong the pro-fasdst drcles in
the denwcraltic countries. Both are onl'y inspired with feaT and hatred of the partisan
movement against the Gern1an occupation,
which is a mass school of genuine patriotism
and democracy.
The provocative plans of it he reactionaries
were defeated, thanks to the fact that the
democratic f.o:vces, and tthe Communists in
the first p1Hce, saw through the intrrigue,
foiled the m ·a .chinations of the enemy, · and
prevented the disintegration of the Committee of National Liberaltion, which :· continues to be H big factor in rallying the
sound forces of the Italian people in the
fight against faJScism on the ext·e rnal and
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interna.J. fronts. The action of the Italian
Communislts, prompted by a consciorusnles•s
of political responsibility and a sense of
duty, prevent·e d the ri1s e of 'a situation in
Italy which woill d have been fraught with
serious consequences Ito Italy's participation
in the war and to her future welfare.
The T!eactionary, pro-fasci.s.t forces have
found a particularly favourable soil in
Sicily, where practically nothing has been ·
done to , purge and infuse new blood into
the government and municipal bodies, arid ·
·where the privileges and virtual rule of the
big landowners remain intact to this day.
Agents of Hitler and !viussol'ini ar·e regularly
smuggled into Sicily, where there is an exceptionally 'large "Fifth Column," represented
.by the fascist and pro-fascist officials who
are snugly ensconced in the local govern"- ·
ment and vaTious econoinic bodies and are
enjoying the full suppolit of the Jandowne·rs~
financiers ·a nd reactionary "clergy. In m.any
parts of SiciJy (as in other parts of Southem
Italy) there · have been cases of attaeks oo
.the prem'i·s es and the lea-ders Jo f the Left
parties and trade unions, · · and the man,handling, arrest and torture of active antifascists. The poverty of the mass of
the SicHian population, their political back~
wardness and the anger which has. been
accumulating for decades against the brutal
oppression of the parasitic classes are being
exploited by Mussolini's agents and iby · th~
tool's of the feudal landowillei~s to foment
and foster separatist tendencies on the island!
and . to instigate anti-government and anti~
national actions. Ln recent 1nonths thes~
actions have assumed a rather serious character. The notorious criminal Maffia organization is being revived under the badge of
separatis•m . One would think that it should
be ,f he task of the authorities to render the
reactionaTies haiTnless and to · win over the
population by introducing essential social
and political reforms, and to rely upon the ·
local democratic and an:ti-fasdst forces in
the fight against the fascists and pro-fascists. ·
are inA~tually, however, the authoriltites
clined to lean more on unreliable and
unauthorHative ;r.epres~entartives of the old
official class and on the police and gendarmede, which are badly oontaminated with
fascist elements and therefore easily succumb to the diverse intrigues of sinister
forces, and which sometim-e s themselves delibto open
erately provoke the population
action.
The reaotionacy forces are doing their
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utmost .to hamper Italy's economic and political rehabilitation. This creates a situa. tion favourable to profiteering, marauding,
banditry, uns·c rupulous intrigues and .other
anti-social manifestations. Iri particular, one
observes a growth of all sorts of shady and
criminal organizations, which engage in banditry, blackmail and intrigue under the
guise of "political activity.'~ Some of these
~rganizatiC?ns possess
their armed detach.qnents which, as was the case with the faseist "squadre" (the bands which made the
''march on Rome'' in 1922), enjoy the sup- ·
port of the military, financiers and highplaced reaC'tionaries.
In · .January 1945, in the course of a
ro·u nd-up, the chieftain of one of these
bands, a certain Albano, nicknamed the
$'Hunchback," was killed. He was betrayed
to the police by· his accomplices. Investigation of the "Hunchbark" cas·e revealed that
he was conl)ected with a gang .of adventurers
and provocateurs calling itself the "Party of
·Proletarian 'Unity," around which a number
-of other suspicious organizations were gruup·ed. A "congress" held by these organizations
--was attended, among others, by a former
·fascist Minister, by several big profiteers who
used to finance Mussolini, and, it · is rumo-ured, by the pre~ent director of the · Bank of
Italy." It transpired that the leader of the "Proletarian Unity," Salvarezza,':an adventurer and
blackmailer, who was arrested in connection
with the "Hunchback" case, had · extensive
and highly ramified cqnnections. 'Specifically, he was conne~ted with a .prominent
Hitlerfte general, with fascist big businessmen and with _Si.cilia~ separatists, was
·received after the liberation ofRome by Prince
'umberto, the ruler of the kingdom, worked
-f or the release of Roatta and hatched plans
lo deliver him from jail. This provocateur
tried to make a career by combating the
Socialists and Communists, conspired to compromise and kidnap their leaders, and offered
his services ~s an instigator of ·actions against
·t he Left parties. These activities .secured 'for
·.h im profitable connections ·and patrons in the
1
·
:r eactionary camp.
The Italian patriots are ~rying to · put an
end ' to the state of p~ralysirs in which the
polirtical, social and economic ·rehabilitation
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of the ·country finds itse~f. They quite right- ·
ly hold. that the decisive. task, on · the successful accomplishment of which the internal
and international position >of Italy
willl
largely depend, is to secure the fullest possible participation of both the liberated and
the occupied parts of the country in the
fight against Hitlerism. The Italian authorities have lately proceeded to- create a big
national army by calling up for military
service large contingents of the · youth and
by incorporating former partisans in the
army. A Ministry for the Affairs of Occupi·e d Italy has been ·set up to strengthen
contacts with the partisan movement.
But the policy of yielding to the fascist
and pro-fascist forces in the rear scarcely - tallies with the move to mobilize the
masses of the liberated and occupied parts
of Italy for the defeat of tlie Nazi occupants
· and Mussolini's bands. It will be difficult to
develop an effective war effort, which will
demand fresh sacrifices from the broad masses of the people, and at the same time allow
the fascist military and other criminals and
traitors, who' are responsible for the suffer·ings of the people and are plotting new · acts
of treachery and ·crimes against ·them, to go
·completely unpunished.
_
How pernicious and dangerous the poFcy
-of concessions to re.a ction is may be gatl~ered
'from the recent actions' against the calling up
·of the youth to the army engineer~d by the
·sinister forces.: : the series of violent armed
demon~trations in Sicily (in the <'ourse of
which 19 polic·efmen ·and 19 demon,s tra,tovs
were ki1led)' . the arm·e d attack on. a Jneeting called ' by · the patriots in connection
with recruiting in Cagliari (chief _ town in
Sardinia), the attempt to organiz:e a .demonstnttion . against . recruiting in Naples, etc.
'Italy's official decision to take a seri~us· part
in the war against Hitlerism presupposes a
·firm policy of eradicating the survivals of fascism, of calling the fas~ist criminals to book,
and of curbing the pro-fascist reactionaries.
Sincere friends of Italy will judge the true
political complex~on of the various political
·gr:oups and ,lead~rs :who have .rallied to the
banner of democracy by their attitude towards
the task of purging .the country of all rem·n ants of fascism . .
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HE HISTORIC decisions of the Crimea
TConference
of the leaders of the Three
are of enormous significance

Allied Powers
for Yugoslavia's future. As is known, these
decisions contain the recommendation to
Marshal Tito . ·and Dr. Subasic "that the
Agreement between them should be put into
effect immediately, and that a Joint Provisional Government should be formed on the
ba~ is of that · Agreement." The new Joint
Yugoslav Government is further advised to
extend the Anti-Fascist Assembly of National
Liberation to include "members of the last
Yvgoslav Parliament who have not compromised themselves by collaboration with the
enemy." Thus, a new body, to be known as
a Temporary Parliament, is to 'be formed.
L3:stly, the_ decisions provide for the subsequent ratification by a Constituent As~embly
of all the legislative acts passed by the Anti·
Fascist Assembly.
There can be no doubt that these decisions
·of the Crimea Conference will help consider- ·
·ably to rally stiil further the national forces
of Yugoslavia, and this, in its turn, will
hasten the complete liberation of the entire
country from the Hitler invaders and · their
hangers-on. The conditions will thus be
created for the complete reg~neration of the
country on truly democratic lines.
The specific feat~re of the situation in
Yugoslavia during the present war has been
that while the country · was under the yoke
of the German fascist invaders, the emigre
government and the elements that grouped
themselves around it for a long time opposed
both the striving for national liberation. of
the masses of the people who were fighting
in Yugoslavia and the vital objects of the
struggle of the United Nations. For a number
'o f years the men at the head of the Yugoslav
emigre government-Puric and his predecessors-pursued a policy inimical to the people.
Suffice it to recall that Draza MihajloviC's
-chetniks were considered this government's
"'army" and their ataman · was the War
Minister~ The · government-in-exile tried to
k eep the masses from fighting the Germans.
Its adherents claimed that the positions of
the forces of occupation were "impregnable,"
in connection with which advice was given
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"to wait a while," ostensibly in order to
avoid heavy and useless · sacrifice.
The operations of the Yugoslav People's
Army of Liberation, howe:ver, long ago refuted the fairy tales about the alleged impregnable positions of the Hitler invaders in the
Balkans. Already in 1943 one-third of the territory of Yugoslavia was liberated from the
invaders and five million persons freed from
Hitler captivity. The self-sacrificing struggle
waged by the Serbian, Croatian and Slovenian patriots saved the lives ' of millions of
people who, undoubtedly, would have perished had not this heroic mass resistance been
put up. The casualties sustained by Marshal
Tito's troops were far less heavy than those
sustained by the civilian population as a
consequence of fascist violence and murder.
In the course of nearly four years of continuous fighting the Yugoslav · People's Army of
Liberation wiped out about half a million ·
enemy men and officers, while its own losses
amounted to about 230,000. During the same
period 1,500,000 civilians, nearly one-tenth of
the popuhttion of the country, perished iii the
·o cc-upied regions as a result of fascist terrorism.
The national liberation 'm ovement acted
like a magnet upon the broad inasses of the
people from the moment it arose. The partisan units, which subsequently grew into the
People's Army of Liberation, drew their
strength from their inseverable ties with the
people. During the period of occupation, which
was also a period of self-sacrificing struggle
w~ged by the best men and women among all
the peoples of Yugoslavia, fundamental
changes took place in the social life of the
country. New dem'ocratic forces arose and
new social relations were established . . In the
struggle against the foreign invaders a new,
free, democratic, federal Yugoslavia came
into being. The broad masses of the people
regard the pre-war, pro-fascist regime as dead
and buried. The civilized world highly
·a ppraises Yugoslavia's contribution to the
common cause of the United Nations in their
fight against Hitler imperialism.
All this, combined with the Red Army's
victories which have brought Hitler Germany
'face to face with inevitable disaster, could
not but affect the mood· of Yugoslavs abroad.
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Considerable sections of the en'ligres refused
to stand aloof and cut their ties with their
motherland. This found its reflection in the
utterances of prominent Yugoslav politieal
leaders in England and America who paid
tribute to the heroic struggle waged by the·
Peo.ple's Army of Liberation and called upon
the people to render it every assistance. The
reactionary emigre government of Pu1~ic found
itself isolated, and this isolation grew as the
position of Hitler Germany became worse
and the successes of the Yugoslav people in
their struggle for national liberation increased. Great-Serbian chauvinism, the sole
prop of the reactionary emigre governments,
lost all influence even in Serbia. The resignation of the Puric government in May 1944
testified to the bankruptcy of its political
lhie. A new government was formed, headed
by D,r. Subasic, and at once the question of
the relations between the royal government
abroad and . the national liberation movement
at home arose.
Subasic' s statement of his intention to <Collaborate with the national liberation move- ·
ment was favourably received in fighting
Yugoslavia and her doors were flung open for
all genuine anti-fascists wherever they were
-to be found, at home or abroad. The national
liberation movement was never averse to enlarging its base by the inclusion of men and
women who were ·prepared to take a real and
active part in the common struggle to liberate
the country .from the yoke of the hated fascist invader:s.
At the time · the ·S ubasic government was
formed Yugoslavia was in •very sore straits.
The invaders were conducting their seventh
general offensive with the ·.aid ef air, parachute, and tank ·force's.' At that time the
Hitler Command had in Yugoslavia thirty
German divisions and about ·an equal number
.of vassal and Quisling forces, making a total
of about ; 600,000 men. This was twice as
large as the number at the command of· the
People's Army of Liberation. The territory
recaptured by Marshal Tito was mainly
mountainous country without any large towns
and almost destitute of large industrial
plants. The armaments, . ammunition and sup.. .plies needed by the army were manufactured
in small handicraft workshops. The civilian
population suffered extreme privation and
hunger; there .was a ~ shortage of medical
supplies and of consumers' goods. - ·
. Subasic's .· visit to the liberated ·area 1and
,h is negotiations with Marshal Tilo in CJune
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1944 produced good results. Agreement was
reached on many questions. The .S ubasic
government recognized the national democratic achievements of the Yugoslav peoples
during their three years' struggle. It fully
recognized the fighting forces of the people
organized in the People's Army of Liberation
under the command of Marshal Tito, and
denounced the traitors who were collaborating with the enemy. It called upon the wh?le
of the Yugoslav people to make common
cause with the People's Army of Liberat.;.
ion. Marshal Tito, on his part, gave
a pledge that the Committee of National
Liberation would not raise the ~question of
the country's final form of state while the
war was in progress. It was agreed thaJ this
question would be settled by the people after
the entire country was liberated. Both ~iar
shal Tito and Dr. S·ubasic agreed that it was
nec-essary to form a joint democratic govetn.·
ment at the earliest possible date.
Undoubtedly, the Tito-.S ubasic agreement
greatly contributed to tl;le reinfor,cement. of
national unity in Yugoslavia. This explain&
why it met with the complete approvai of
the Yugoslav peoples and was very favour ably received in the Allied countries.
On J-uly 7 Dr. Subasic formed a new Cabinet, which included ~wo Serbs, two Croa:tiap.s and two Slovenes. It contained two representatives of the national liberation move-ment. By way of ·removing obstacles. to the
achievem·e nt of . national unity,- S~basic abolished . the Staff of Draza Mihajlovic. This
marked a grave -defeat for the Yugoslav profascist emigre circles who vainly clung to this
now utterly exposed Hitler agent, the chief
of . tlhe Chetnik bands.
An important factor that hastened the liber.ation of the Yugoslav people from the German fascist ydk.e and the achievement of the
cherished desires of the Serbs, Croatians and
Slovenes was the absolutely new military and
political situation that arose in the Balkans
as a result of the unprecedented victories of
the Soviet troops. In the s:tmmer of 1944 the
Red Army, fulfilling its historic liberating
mission, expelled the German invaders from
the eastern part of ' the Balkan Peninsula.
Naturally, this seriously weakened the German positions in the western part of the
peninsula. The Red Army rendered the Yugoslav Peopie·' s Army · of Liberation enor.mous assistance. Tl;le Sovie.t fighting men
shattered the powerful German defences · i;n
Eastern . Serbia ..and · fog ether· with ·Marshal
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liament, were conducted on the widest democratic basis. Over half the inhabitants of
the ·c ountry took part in them, the entire
population of the -liberated area eighteen
years of age and over enjoying the right to
vote irrespective of sex, nationality, or religion.
. The nation -wide character of the AntiFascist Assembly cannot rous.e the slightest
doUbt. The Yugoslav peoples exercised their
political rights for the first . time for over
twenty .years. The last elections to the Skupschina were conducted by Stojadinovic in December 1938 amidst a reign of unbridled fascist police terrorism. In spite of that, the government's ticket polled only 1,639,000 votes,
polled
opposition
the
of
that
while
1,339,000. By various manipulations, however, Stojadinovic got together a pro-fascist
":p arliament" with 304 "deputies," in which
. the opposition had ~nly 68 seats. It is. ·
note that some of · the
interesting to
candidates on the official ticket who were·
"elected" had polled only 14 to 20 votes,
whereas opposition . c::}ndidates . who had
polled several thousand votes were declared
not elected. In the old Skupschina there were:
scarcely any representatives of ·the opposition parties of th_a t time, the only exception ibeing a small group of members of
Macek's Croatian Peasant Party, most of
whom 1subsequently went over to the U stashiIt is not surprising that the overwhelming
majority of the members of this "parliament"
obsequiously served the German, Italian and
Hungarian fascists. Some of them belonged to
the puppet government formed by the traitor
Nedic. Others w.ere members of · PaveliC's.
"Zbor," ·while many fought in the ranks 9f
the Ustashi and Chetniks. The conduct of the
government and opposition '"deputies" during
the occupation differed in· no way; nearly all
Macek's deputies went over to Pavelic. Recently a number of these "deputies" fled to
Hitler Germany to escape retribution. Under
these circumstances, as ' the Yugoslav press
observes, the task . of finding members of the
old Skupschina who have not compromised
themselves by contacts with the enemies of
the people -is no easy one. Nevertheless, all
the deputies who fulfil this stipulation will
have a seat in the Temporary Parliament.
Now that the complete destruction of the
Hitler war machine is near, the formation in federal Yugoslavia of a joint democratic government enjoying prestige and ~on
fidence at home and ~abroad and recognized ·

Tifo's troops · liberated the ancient ·city of
Belgrade, the main centre of the German defences in the Balkans. The restitution of
their capital to the Yugoslav peoples was of
first-class importance.
One of the cons-e quences of the triumph of
Soviet arms in the Balkans was the collapse
of the fascist regime in Bulgaria and the
accession of the "Fatherland Front" Government to power. The fratricidal war among
the South Slav peoples was thus brought to
ari end. The artificially fomented enmity was
eliminated by the efforts of both sides. The
united military efforts of Yugoslavs and Bulgarians fadlitated succ-essful operations in
clearing the German scum out of the Slavonic
lands of the Balkan Peninsula. Now · that
the Red Army's ·winter offensive has inflicted
irreparable losses upon the German troops,
Hitler is vainly trying to avert the utter rout
of the German forces which are still in the
Balkans by gradually withdrawing the remnants of the shattered army of occupation.
There are still about 200,000 German . and
approximately 150,000 Pavelic bandits in
Yugoslavia. This tatterdemalion 1a rmy is
being methodically mopped up and destroyed
by units of the People's Army of Liberation.
The latter have already liberated two-thirds
of the territory of their country. The invaders have been . expelled from Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Sandzak, Herzegovina
and Dalmatia; nearly all the islan'd s, a hrige
part of Bosnia, and considerable parts of
Croatia and Slovenia have been liberated
from the Germans.
Such are the notable results achieved by the
four years' nation-wide .s truggle in Yugoslavia.
Could the People's Army of Liberation have
achieved such suc·c esses on the battlefield
without the ·c omplete support of the people?
Nevertheless, reactionary circles in . neutral
and even in Allied countries, are trying to
impugn the democratic character of the
state system of new Yugoslavia. Not a few
Goebbels legends on this .score are circulating
in the foreign press. The reactionary section
of the foreign press tries to depict the national liberation front in Yugoslavia · as a "Communist organization," which, it is alleged,
was thrust upon the people and is not supported by them. It is common knowledge,
however, that the national liberation movement unites in its ranks people of different
democratic groups and parties. .
The elections to the Anti- Fascist Assembly,
now to be transforrn·e d into a Temporary Par-
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by all the Alli~d countries beco_m es an urgent
task. Only such a government can most effectively ensure Yugoslavia's security and economic development, and economic and political collaboration with the object of guaranteeing peace and progress in the Balkans.
Already in November 1944 a new agreement
was concluded between Marshal Tito and Dr.
Subasic to form · a joint people's government
at the earliest possible date. While proclaiming the principle of the continuity of state
authority in
Yugoslavia, the
agreement
reaffirmed that the ultimate form of government would be fixed by a free decision
of the people. It was provided that King Peter
II should not return to the country until such
a decision was ·made and that in his absence
the royal power should be exercised by a Regency Council. Everywhere--in Yugoslavia
and abroad-the new agreement met with
hearty approval. Everything seemed to show
that the agreement would be put into effect
without delay. It guaranteed the Yugoslav
people fr~e elections and left it to them to
decide the question of the form of state, including the question of the Constitution and
the monarchy. At the last moment, however,
King Peter refused to approve the agreement, expressed lack of confidence in Subasic
and tried to compel him to resign.
The · same .forces that had supported
Mihajlovic for four years now tried to _disrupt this agreement. Virtually, this was the
last big stake played by the paltry remnants
of the Yugoslav emigre reaction who were
dreaming of the times of Great-Serbian
hegemony and of a pro-fascist dictatorial
regin1e. This new attack on the national unity of Yugoslavia roused a storm
of protest all over the country. Serbs,
Croatians and 'Slovenes unanimously characterized it as a treacherous stab in the
back. The political line pursued by King
Peter II was sharply condemned by the overwhehning majority of the English newspap ers. Thus, the Daily Express of January 25
w rote with obvious irritation: " It should be
b rought home to this young man that the
p eop le ·of Britain rare not greatly interested
in him."
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. A by no me~ns insignificant. role in· the
attacks on Yugoslav national unity
Is played by the notorious Macek who deserted to the camp of the ·e nemies of the people
long ago. This "peasant leader" entered Cvctkovic's pro-fascist cabinet, which adopted 1he
decision that ;yugoslavia should join the Hitler "Axis." Macek made no secret of his hatred of the Serbs and of progressive circles
among the Croatian people, and openly backed
Nazi Germany and her bloody "new order."
The American journalist Parker quotes in his
book Headquarters Budapest the following
statement by Macek :
~eaction's

''The Serbs mrust distinctly understand that
either they will give us w hat wt> are asking
for or we will find someone . else who will.
Yes, I mean Adolf Hitle r. . . . Som ebody must
make order in Yugoslavia. If the Serbs cannot,
Germany can."

Events have shown that Macek had taken
the path of treason and treachery. It is no
accident that one of the present advisers of
the emigre King Peter is Juraj Krnj evic, one
of Macek's close companions who, in conjunction with the Ustashi, took part in organizing the autumn putsch in Zagreb. Already
at that time the Macek clique wanted to start
civU and fratricidal war in Yugo~lavia .
Exposing the intrigues of the Yugoslav
reaction abroad, whose object is to prevent
the Tito-Subasic agreement from being . put
into effect, the Belgrade Borbp . wrote:
"All the roads of the Yugoslav reaction lead
to Berlin, ~nd there can be no doubt that its
recent pronouncement against the Tito-Suba s ic
agreement was concocted in Go.e bbels' kitchen."

The .decision of the Crimea Conferenc~ on
the Yugoslav question and the guarantee that
it will be implemented without deviation or
delay strike another blow at the Hitlerites
and their accomplices. The hopes of the fascist chiefs that Yugoslavia would become a
stumbling block in the relations between the
.Allied .Powers have now been utterly shattered. The close unity of Serbs, Croatians, Slovenes and Macedonians within a democratic
federal YugosJavia is fully in accord with the
general interests of Eur ope, as it is the best
guarantee of peace a nd tranq:~ility in the
Balkans.

Senator. Vandenberg and
from uttering, during the last election, grandiloquent but very vague phrases about uniting
the Allied effort, international post-war cooperation, a just and enduring peace, etc.
Vandenberg's January oration teemed with
well-wishing. ·He began by urging the necessity of "straightest, plainest and most courageous thinking"; then he vowed that he
"profoundly believed in honest candour
devoid of prejudice or _ire," expressed his
devotion to "enlightened civilization," pleaded for "candour upon the high plane of
great ideals" and demanded "a new dignity
and a new authority for international law."
He spoke in a "spirit of anxious humility,"
agreed that it was "easier to become critical
than to correct" and again vowed that he did
not "wish to meddle, but only to help." He
called for "a maximum of Allied co-operation
and a minimum of Allied friction" and averred
that he had not the remotest desire to be
hostile. Vandenberg, who had exerted so
much effort to sow dissension among the
,Pow.~rs ·in..t.he a,nti- Hitler coalition, _now proclaimed. himself an opponent ·of sharp debate, censured "stupid, sinister interior ambitions within this great alliance," condemned
"snarling," "bitter arguments about. infirmities," "rivalry" and "bickering," and admitted that ali this could only "pour water on
lhe Axis wheel."
- Does this mean that. Vandenberg has been
transformed from Saul into Paul, as some
American newspapers would have it? A reply
'to this question necessitates an investigation
into. the real content of his philosophy,
and this philosophy is a very simple one. It
can be summed up as follows: the United
States' Al'lies, i.e., the Soviet Union and
Great Britain, are committing all sorts of
"unilateral actions," which are incompatible
with "justice" and other "great · ideals"
cherished by the Senator. Vandenberg accuses the United States Government of
actin'g as a ' ' 'silent partner' within this
grand alliance." True, Vandenberg himself
cannot · be accused of excessive silence,
but his repeated warnings have not had the
de-s ired effect. Disappointed by this fail·ure, he
decided · ·to peer deeper into things ~nd to
find the root of the evil. He found ~h1s r?ot,
and it proved to ·be the fact that the United

.J ANUARY 10 Senator Vandenberg, a
O NRepublican
member of the Senate Fore ign Relations Committee, delivered a lengthy
in · the Senate on United States foreign
p olicy and the problems arising from the int ernational situation. In the beginning of
F ebruary he delivered another .speech on the
-same subject in Detroit-Vandenberg repre·s ents Michigan in the Senate. These speeches
.a ttracted wide attention and evoked lively
c omment in America.
There is no need to dwell on Senator Van.:.
.denberg's orientation in foreign policy; it is
w ell · known. The policy he advocated before
t he present war, that the United States
should keep out of European affairs, actually
m eant leaving the German aggressor in
E urope a free hand. His position before the
P earl Harbour events was that of strong opp osition to the assistance the United States
w as . rendering the Allies, for, in his opinion,
t his assistance was involving America in
t he war. After the United States entered the
·war on the side of the anti- Hitler · coalition
:Senator Vandenberg and his like-minded
friends continued to exhibit an extremely unfriendly attitude toward the Allies, and pri!m arily toward the Soviet Union. Very frequently Vandenberg, like the McCormick-Hearst.S cripps-Howard press which supported him,
.a ttacked the Soviet Union in terms which vir-tually differed little from those employed by
rthe German press. Every event of an international character, and even many ·events
·c onnected with the internal life of the Soviet
Union, they turned into a "problem" that was
w idely utilized ·for sowing dissension among
t he Allies. The utterances of these politicians
.on the "Finnish problem," the "Polish problem", the "Baltic problem," the danger of
t he "Bolshevization of Europe," etc., were of
.such a character that many American newspapers asked whom they were really fighti ng-whether they were taking part in the
·war against Hitler Germany which the Anwr ican people were waging in alliance with
·.the U.S.S.R., or whether they were wagi ng a private war of their own, so · to spea~,
against the United Stntes' Allies? This, how.ever, did not prevent Vandenberg, who is one
·of ·the leaders of the Republican Party, and
-one of its chief authorities on 'f oreign policy,
~Sp eech
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States' Allies were acting under the influence
of fear . which, of course, adversely affects
their ability to think soundly. It appears that
they fear a rebirth of German aggression.
"Fear of r·e born German aggression is our
apple of discord," he said . .
When an ailment has been diagnosed it is
possible to proceed with the cure. Having
undertaken the function of family physician
to the United Nations, so to speak, Sena tor
Vandenberg wrote out the following prescription: the Great Allied Pow-e rs should immediately. without waiting for the formation of
an international security organization, conclude an agreement for the demilitarization
of Germany. The United States should immediately conclude an enduring treaty with the
Allies, to be ratified by the United States
Senate, which, in order to pr-e vent fresh German aggression, should authorize the President
of the United States, independently and consistently, without further reference to Congress, to provide the Allies with armed assistance at any time. If this were done the
United States' European Allies would, .at last,
be cured of their frightful ailment, namely,
fear of German aggression, which prompts
· them in their unreasonable and unjust actions.
.
·But what are 'these reprehensible actions?
~What does Senator Vandenberg 1nean when
he talks about ,·'unilateral actions" and "individual actions"? What, in particular, does he
mean when he permits ·himself to talk about
"unilateral plans of Russian post-war . expansion" and to say that "Moscow desires to assert unilateral war and peace aims which collide with ours"? Vandenberg willingly explains:
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Allies themselves, then far from friendly t a>
the young Soviet Republic, laid .down as the
Soviet- Polish frontier after the First World_
War, and which was fully approved of by th e.:offi.cial United States bodies which were then'
controlled by Vandenberg's friends, the Republicans. And now Vand~nberg attributes th e~
" partition of Poland" to the Soviet Union, t o"
which the Polish people owe their salvation,
from certa in destruction in the clutches or
the German vampire. The American Senator
is, of course, a t liberty to describe the extirpation of fascism in the countries which for ~
merly were Hitler' s satellites as the formation,
of "a cordon of unwillingly controlled and.,
partitioned states. " As is known, the Declarartion on Liberated Europe, adopted -b y the:.·
Crimea Conference, envisages a policy that wilr.P.
"enable the liberated peoples to destroy the
last vestiges of Nazism and Fascism ap.d t <?
create democratic institutions of their owUchoice." Vandenberg is, of course, at liberty·
to prefer pro-fascist and pro- Hitler r-egime ·
in the small countries of Europe to democratic government , by the people. And, · of'
cours,e, he is at liberty- to express regret a t
the collapse of the idea of forming a "sani-tary cordon," ·the chain of anti-Soviet state ~~
with which our enemies at one time wished
to Jence off the Soviet Union from the rest or
Europe. But in th-e , light of the views he:
expressed, of what value are his _appeals forunity among the Allies, for a "just peace,"'
and f<;>r "enlightened , civilization"?
· J
Other items in the list of "unilateral ac-tions" which rouse Vandenberg's ire are all
the treaties of alliance the Sovi-et Union has..
concluded during the war. This may sound ~
incredible to our readers, but it is a fact. This.
American Senator gravely asserts that thetreaties .of alliance and mutual assistance con·clu.ded bettween 'the Soviet Union and other
Europe~n countries with the object of achiev1
ing victory over Hitler Germany and of ensur,.ing a firm and lasting peace in Europe and'!
all over the world-treaties -which, as is -welJ.
known, far from contradicting the principles.
of an international security organization, are
permeated with its spirit and aspirations and
will serve as an exceptionally -e ffective element in 'the general system of international
security-that these treaties collide with
the "war and · peac-e aims'' of the Unite&
States.
Senator Vandenherg ·as-serts thal -the Ul):ited
States' European Allies "must choose": th-ey·
must either depend upon American assis.t ~

"Fear of rebor:q German aggression ... is the cause
of the proposed partition of Poland. This fear gave

birth to th€ Anglo-Soviet agreement of 1942, to the
.Soviet-Czechoslovak 1agreement of 1'943 ... and to
the Franco-SoV>iet pact ·of 1Q44."

Vandenberg also includes in the list .the
"Soviet Union's unilateral plan," whkh, he
alleges; "contemplates the engulfment, directly or indirectly, of the surrounding circle
of buffer states." And, repeating this long-exposed falsehood, Vandenberg vows that he
has not the remotest desire to be hostile. If
it is true that hypocrisy is the tribute which
vice pays to virtue, it must be admitted that
Vandenberg paid this tribute with a lavish
hand.
Vandenberg · is, of course, at liberty to
describe the adoption of the Curzon · line as
a "partition of Poland"-lhe line, which the
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:ance in preventing German agg-ression, vir':itually refrain -from displaying any independ<ence in foreign · policy which Vandenberg
~escribes as "unilateral privilege within mulil ilateral peace," or pursue an independent
:f oreign policy-but in that case they must
'not count on American assistance in the
..event of a rebirth of German aggression.
:S uch is the at first sight incredible and im;probable dilemma with which Vandenberg
<c onfronts the Allies. Such are t he promises
m nd threats of this United States Senator.
These promises and threats reveal the in:s incerity of Vandenberg's propositions. In~eed, if he. were really
concerned about
:preventing German aggression he ·would only
·welcome such effective measures for the
chievement of this purpose as the treaties
-.of alliance and mutual assistance in the
s truggle against German aggression concluded
'IDetween the U.S.S.R. and England, Czecholovakia and France; such as the institution
·o f friendly relations between the Soviet Union
.and democratic Poland; such as the extirpa·aion of fascism in the countries that were
Hitler's satellites. For no unbiassed person
· ~ an fail to agree that all these measures in·d isputably help to ·c ombat the danger of
-:German aggression and thereby lighten the
t asks of the United States in · this struggle.
-B ut the trouble is that with Vandenberg such
·vague phrases as "the demilitarization of
<iermany" are nothing more than a lure to
-d istract attention from the main obj-ective.
His promises cannot be taken seriously. He
h imself let the cat out of the bag when he
-demanded an honest and impartial at~ltude
"€ ven toward enemies. He sw·e ars off "appeas·e 1ffient" but the peoples have a good meinory
which will not let them forget what the
·motto "impartiality" toward the enemy m eans
i n the n1.outh of an erstwhile appeaser.
The whole content of Vandenberg's speech
i s but further proof of the fact that his fine
•p hrases about the freedom and the rights of
-small nations are merely a screen to cov·e r
up encroachment upon the rights of not only
th e small but even the Great Powers, and that
'h is criticism of the "dictatorship of the Great
Powers" is a mask to conceal his pretentious
·claims for the establishment of the dictatorship of one Great Power over all the other
powers, great, m ·edium and small.
One must indeed· lack a sense of humour
' t o advocate such mutual relations between
t he Allies and at the same time dilate on the
d mportance. of "unity" among the Allies and
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recall the "unity" . which Jonah enjoyed
when he was swallowed by the whale. Coming from the lips of this United States Senator, this figure of speech sounds like unconscious irony, for his scheme provides for a whale
with an extremely capacious belly to hold
all the United Nations · who are to act the
part of modern J onahs. Vandenberg cannot
possibly conc-eive of collaboration between
the Allied Powers on the basis of equality and
mutual understanding of their vital interests.
It would scarcely enter his head to demand
that the United States should refrain from
pursuing an independent foreign policy; that
it should not, say, conduct negotiations such
as are now proceeding at the Inter-An1erican
Conference in Mexico; that. it should . display
no concern about the safety of its frontiers
or about bas·e s in the Atlantic and the
Pacific, and so ' on and so forth. But such is
the logic of the imperialist that he regards as .
natural the ethic: What is mine is mine, · what
is thine is mine. Vandenberg's philosophy is
the philosophy of the avowed imperialist, 'vho
in his unbridled covetousness lays claim to the
e ntire world. The lessons of history mean
nothing to him. He never pauses to think
that German imperialism, for instance, twice
already made· a bid for European domination,
and then for world domination, but the fates
decreed otherwise. An avowed imperialist assumes that if not his belly at least his pocket
will have the requisite capaciousness.
In the light of Vandenberg's entire scheme
the value of his strictures on ''power politics," and his call to substitute justice for
force also becomes clear. This gratuitous
charge of pursuing "power politics" was very
effectively rebutted by the British Premier,
Winston Churchill, when he said in the
speech he delivered in the House of Commons on January 18:
"I know some of our Trans-Atlantic friends so
we.hl that I am sure that I can always speak frankly without causing offence. I.s having •a navy
twice as big as anybody .else's ~n the world
power politics? Is having the largest air force in
the world . with bas-e s in every part of the world
power politics? I.s. having all the gold dn the wo_rld
po-wer politics? If s o, we ar.e certai.nly not guilty
of this off.ence."

Vandenberg's
utterances
were
favourably received also in circles other than
t hose
of
his
friends,
the
Republic~
ans; they were favourably commented on by
certain .Political circles which do not share
the views of the R€publican Party. The Office
of War Information arranged. a- foreign broad·
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cast oft the main points of Vandenberg's
speech _in twenty languages and, as was reported in the press, a representative of this
Office stated that this broadcast would help
to convince other countries that the United
States was ready, like the other countries, to
bear responsibility for post-war international
policy. vVhat a delusionl
No one disputes the fact that all the freedomloving nations are vitally interested in having
the great Trans-Atlantic Republic also after
the war firmly take the path of international collaboration and an active part
in laying the foundation and erection of the
edifice of the world security organization,
whose mission it will be to prevent a rebirth
of German aggression. But where has it been
decreed that the other countries, big and
small, including the Powers who have borne
the full brunt of the struggle against Hitler
Germany, must now pay the United States
for its participation in world affairs by
renouncing their independence in policy making? Is not this participation prirn:-trily in- the
interests of the United States itself?
Certain United States newspapers regard
Vandenberg's speech as indicating his final
abandonment of isolationism. True, his present speech differs in form from his previous
utt_e rances, in which he openly denied that
it was necessary for the United States
to take any part in · the struggle against
the forces of aggression; but isolationism
is not only the naive conception of
provincials who, having shut themselves up
in · their houses and bolted their doors, imagine that they can keep aloof from all international conflicts. Even if the rank and file
of Vandenberg's supporters entertained such
naive views, the leading isolationists were certainly not so simple. In the pre-war period
their position was based on definite political
calculations. Their idea was to allow Hitler
to achieve hegemony in Europe; to support
German imperialism and to strike a bargain
with it. Subsequent events, of course, proved
how fatal and unreal these calculations
were, but these calculations are superseded by others which, as we have seen, are
likewise unacceptable for the peoples striving
to ensure a really just and stable peace.
In spite of the attempts of a certain section
of the United States press to depict Vandenberg as an advocate _of an international
security organization, he himself, as is
evident from his Detroit speech, regards it
as one of the principal merits of his proposal

of an agreement for the demilitarization
of Germany that it will enable the scheme
drawn up at Dumbarton Oaks to be "modified." But Vandenberg not only wants to
mutilate the Dumbarton Oaks scheme and
reduce it exclusively to the demilitarization
of the aggressor countries; he wants to extirpate the quintessence of the idea of an
international security organization, which can
be realized only by means of firm collaboration between the powers on the . basis of
equality of states and joint responsibility of
the countries upon the united efforts of which
the prevention or suppression of fresh aggression practically depends.
Vandenberg's scheme cannot be considered
as expressive of the United States' present
foreign policy. For if American ·policy were
built up upon this scheme it could not find
common ground with the other United N ations. The peoples have not forgotte.n the lessons of the recent past. These lessons teach
us that it was the sordid greed of the imperialists that hampered an association of the
peoples' efforts to block German aggression.
This greed cannot be productive of la sting
peace; it can only give ·rise to new wars. If,
as Vandenberg believes, fear is a bad counsellor, his insatiable appetite will hardly make
a better. Such appetites are blinding and
Vandenberg already seems to envision the
whole world with knees bent at the entrance
to the shrine of the dollar. Naturally, an exisolationist will find it difficult to pick his
way through all the intricacies of contemporary international problems, but more farsighted people must clearly discern that
by itself the United States' incontrovertible economic potency is no guarantee of
peace and security. No single power can
shoulder such a. task. Has not the experience
of the present war shown that the united
efforts of all the freedom -loving peoples are
necessary to curb an aggressor? At the same
time it must not be forgotten that the economy of the United States, like that of the
other capitalist countries, is subject to crises,
at which times internal economic and social
problems inevitably consume the lion's share
of the country's attention and energies.
Thus Vandenberg's scheme is wholly unacceptable to the freedom-loving peoples. On
this account it is absolutely unreal and while
certain American circles have hastened to
endorse it this is merely evidence of the misconception that successful collaboration be-
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tween the United Nations disabuse themselves
of this ·m isconception the better it will be
for lhe common cause of the freedom-loving
nations.

tween peace-loving _Powers is actually possible under the principles he has set forth. The
sooner all sincere advocates of a · stable and
just peace and of enduring collaboration be-

INTERNATIONAL
NOTES
·ONCE MORE ON THE TECHNIQUE
OF MODERN MYTH-MAKING

known journalist Dorothy Thompson, who
also had a hand in the creation of the malicious legend, now beats a retreat and at the
same tim·e tries to place the blame on others.
.First of all, she cites the Moscow radio
broadcasts, although, of course, you will not
find in them even a scintilla of evidence supporting the assertion about the " ·G erman
government" to which Thompson treated her ·
·
readers.
Secondly, recommending herself as one
"who desires the best possible international
relations, particularly with the Soviet Union,"
she writes:

our last issue we printed a note, "The
World of Fantasy," on the subject of the
absurd rumours that were current in certain
foreign newspapers to the effect that the
Soviet Government had decided to form a
German provisional government consisting of
prisoner-of-war generals headed by Paulus.
The purpose of Lhe note was not to refute
the 1nalicious fabrication, which, of course,
stood in no need of refutation. The purpose
was, by citing a concrete instance, to disclose
the mechanism whereby such newspaper
canards are manufac~ured through the joint
efforts of journalists of . a certain sort. The
note quoted a series of statements each of
which added something fantastic to the original malicious fabrication. The final chord
in this curious competition in the realm of
imaginative fertility was sounded in an editorial in the pro-fascist New York WorldTelegram, which alleged that the Soviet
Union was saving German militarism with
the aid of the Free German National Committe·e.
Apparently, the purpose of our note was
in a certain measure achieved. At any rate,
the partners in this collective myth-making
effort began to scurry as if they ·were scalded. The most emphatic of all was Wood, the
executive editor of the afore-mentioned New
York World-Telegram, who declared that "it
was futile to make statements" on the subject. Naturally. What can a cardsharper
"state" who has been . seized by the elbow
just as he was pulling a false card out of
his sleeve?
Other persons who figured in our note
chose to react in a different way. The well-

"I can well understand that the Soviet government, having made one policy, decides that under
changed circumstances a different policy may be
advisable."

In other words, the point is not that
Thompson, without any justification, seized
upon and gave further currency to a pat~nt
and undeniable falsehood, which she has
now willy-nilly to disclaim, but that .t he Soviet Government, don't you see, has adopted
"a different policy."
- Thirdly, Thompson says that if she were
in the Soviet Union herself, she would engage in "honest and truthful reporting." As if
anything in America prevents her from "honestly and truthfully" :writing about the Soviet
Union, and as if, on the other hand,
Thompson does not know that not all foreign
correspondents who have been to the Soviet
Union write "honestly and truthfully" about
'
it.
Fourthly and lastly, after all these sleightsof-hand, Thompson deems it appropriat.~ to
advise us to "abandon the idea that Amertcan
journalists· and American readers are idiots."
Of course, nobody in the Sovie~ Union
entertains any such absurd and foolish idea.
23
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of the German aggressor and "had not opposed him like a firm rock, it may be as3erted
that the results of the , two great victories of
El Alameyn and .Stalingrad, which changed
the fate of . this war, would have been
doubtful." As a reward for having -resisted
so great a temptation, Okmen claims for
Turkey-a share of Stalingrad's immortal
glory. Yes, that is exactly what this virtuous
deputy said:

But one cannot help re·rn~rking that Thompson herself by her conduct in this affair
furnished very edifying mHterial on the suJbject of how some American journalis~s treat
their readers.
James, editor .of the New York Times~ a
propos of this same note, appeals to us not
to pay attention to petty criticism. He waxes
rhetorical, wanting to know why the Russians
cannot understand that freedom of the press
has its advantages, especially in other
countries.
1
The Soviet people, of course, are fully alive
to the advantages of freedom of the press-:even that circumscribed freedom of the press
which exists in other countries. But they are
not accustomed to identify freedom of the
press with freedom of malicious and pernicious
fabrication. And it .must be said that certain
foreign pressmen, as may be seen from the
facts we have cited, do not ·a lways distinguish
:betw·e en the .t wo.

" Although our great neighbour a lone res isted
the enemy at Stalingrad, the Turkish people have
a share in the glory of this heroism."

It is hard to say what predominates in
these words: cynicism or naivete. Martial
glory is not distributed at a round table; it
has to be won in battle. Okmen appeals to
the forum of the whole world to decide his
claim to a glory that -does not belong to him:
"I ask the world .... " But the whole world
remembers that during the months of the
Stalingrad epic (ay, and subsequently too),
when the Soviet people were shedding their
blood for the sake of victory over Germany,
von Papen was living in Ankara and felt
quite at home there ....
Of course, M. Mumtaz Okmen ·m ay have
in all earnest forgotten such irksome facts
of the recent past. But he could not have
failed to understand what the world pt·~ss
is now unanimously saying, namely, that
Turkey has been exceedingly tardy in declaring war on Germany. Nor could Okmen
h ave helped knowing that Turkey can daim
no special services in the fight against Germany. In appealing to the memory of the
nations Okmen was much too precipitate :
the memory of the past years of war can not
add to that coveted but extremely scant glory
of his.

On the eve of the complete victory of the
United Nations over Hitler Ger many, when
t he defeat of the Germans is as near as it
Js inevitable, the Turkish Mejlis met in
extraordinary session and passed· a decision:
to declare war on Germany. This act was
preceded at the session by the speeches of
s everal deputies, who explained why it was
necessary for Turkey to make this gesture
precisely at this juncture. Deputy Giinaltay,
for instance, declared with business-like
c andour that Turkey was now declaring war
on Germany in order to secure the right to
attend the peace conference. Of a similar
tenor were the speeches of several other deputies, who, also more or less frankly, regarded the declaration of war on Germany as
something equivalent to a ticket of admission to the victory celebrations of the freedom-loving nations.
But in the opinion of deputy Mumtaz
Okmen this true explanation was too prosaic, and he proceeded to idyllize Turkey's
"great services" to the Allies in the war.
Okmen held that the first of these services
was that Turkey did not join the German
armies, in other words, did not become a
partner in German rapine. If, he boasted,
Turkey had been tempted by the promises

.-uiNDISPENS.ABLE" HITLERITES
The British and American press has already repeatedly criticized the situation in
the Ally-occupied German town 'o f Aachen
where the Allied military administration ha~
invited Hitlerites to help govern the to~n.
The editor of the American newspaper
P.M. reports. from the spot that, on the
reco~enda hon of the local Catholic bishop,
a certain Opp enhof, former representative of
th~ German munitions firm Veltrup, was appOinted may or of Aachen. Oppenhof, who
figures as a "non-party man," collected suit-
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able assistants around him. His chief assistant
served under Hitler's rule in the Veltrup
plants as a secret informer to their owners and
·betrayed to the Gestapo workers suspected of
anti-fascist sympathies.
Among the 325 officials of Aachen appointed
by the Allied military administration, 57
were until very recently members of Hitler's
party, of whom 22 in the past occupied
prominent posts in the fascist hierarchy.
Under the influence of protests published in
England and America, 30 of the Nazis have
been dismissed. It .w as expected that another
10 would be discharged before the end of
February.
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the Crimea Conference on the treatment of
Germany.
HDEAD ·M EN" 'IN HIDING
It is reported from various sources that the
Hitler gang are occupied with the problem of
how, after their inevitable defeat, to preserve
action and
their cadres for subversive
preparations for a new war. With this object
in view the fascists are resorting to diverse
and at times unexpected tricks.
The Swedish Expressen reports:

"There are no plans," writes the editor of
P.M., "for dismissing the remaini~;; ... whose
technical. knowledge is allegedly indispensable."

"Since the Russians began their record advance
on Berlin the number of 'suddenly deceased'
fascists has been mounting. When the
leadino
0
Allies begin to establish control over Germany,
they will apparently have good reason carefully
to verify -the lists of persons who; died in ilhe
'r ecent past."

As to "non-party" fascists like Oppenhof,
the question of their dismissal is not even
raised. Nothing, apparently, menaces these
"indispensables" exr;ept-the declaration of

This report is one more ,confirmation of
the need for profound vigilance with respect
to the Hitlerite war criminals and their
underlings.
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The· Daily Scene 1n
TRA Y.ELLERS' NOTES
M. MOSKVIN and V. PETRENKO

The rain was falling
in a fine autumn drizzle
as we rode out on to
the Kun1ning Highroad. Our
Chevrolet
moved along at the rate of twenty-five to thirty
Inil'es an hour. About hvo hours later we began to overtake pedestri,a ns. Judging by the
badges they wor·e they were Chinese sold iers.
They wer·e a sorry sight. Gaunt, worn out,
barefooted or in ·s traw sandals, they barely
dragged their feet along. They wor:e shorts
and khaki tunics. In addition to a rifle and
buUet pouch, each carried a knapsack on his
back and had a rolled blanket strapped
across his shoulder. Later we met stretcherbearers .c arrying wounded soldiers. Evidently
we had reached the tail end of a large military unit.
Our car was held up for several minutes
near a group of soldiers who were resting.
In conversation we learned that they belonged to a Chinese army that was marching
into the province of Hunan. Thousands of
coolies constituted ·the baggage train. They
carried everything, from bask·e ts cont,a ining
Staff papers to kitchen cauldrons and boxes
of ammunition. Riding down the co'lumn we
counted no more than twenty motor trucks
and three passenger ·c ars, ·s ix pieces of artillery of different calibres, and several mortars.
As regards technical equipment, the Chinese
Army has nothing to boast about.
The soldiers were of the most diverse ages.
MT·e met eighteen-year-old lads and fifty-yearold veterans. Some of them were so exhausted that they could barely keep on their feet.
We saw men lying by the roadside obviously
incapable of going on further. The junior and
medium rank officers did not appear to be
in much better shape. They all marched
along in si,l ence, with downcast eyes, bent by
the burden of life on the march. This was a
T~eal front-line army, the like of which may
b e met with on any sector of any war area
in China.
. Not all Chinese troops ar·e li'ke this, however. The Republic possesses armies that are
far beUer constituted, armed and equipped;
but these are in the rear. Take, for example,
the army of Hu Tsunan, which we saw in
Sian. It consists of several units ·c onstituted

entirely of physically fit young m ·e n, who ar·e
well clothed and equipped with modern types
of weapons. These soldiers •a re f.ed much
better than the men in the armies at the front.
The same can be said of the troops quartered in the province of Szechwan, and of the
units directly under the command of the Army
Con1mittee. These troops have not set eyes
on the enemy almost throughou t the entire
period of the war. Their function is to "guard
the tranquility" of the :flear, to blockade the
Special Border Region, i. e., to carry out
" special tasks" as the Chinese leaders caU it.
We arrived in KunDug in in the
ming late at night. In the
Rear
morning w 'e went to look
round the town. In the streets, in the
shops and in offices we saw plenty of young,
sturdy, well-fed m ·e n, and we ·c ould not help
r-ecalling the exhausted soldiers we had seen
the day before. 'V e saw the same picture in
other towns besides Kunming. Hundreds of
salesmen w ;e re hi the shops, bored to death
beca:1se they had nothing to do. And how
many shops there were! It was often difficult
to tell who were the buyers and who the
s'e llers. On visiting government offices we met
an enormous number of men of military age.
If the staffs of these offices were reduced by
only twenty or thirty per cent, and if those
released were called up for the army, s·cores
of divisions could be formed.
Why were they not in the army?
We were told that it was all the fault of
the law. The law, it appears, prohibits tht~
conscription not only of persons employed in
government offices, but also of those ·employed
in private commercial offices and banks.
To evade military service it is not even necessary to be employed in any of these offices;
all one needs is an exemption paper. To put.
it more plainly, as an offidal in Chengtu explained to us, only those go into the army
who have no money and cannot buy themselves
off. The question as to who is to go into
the arn1y and who is to be exempted is decided by the recruiting officer and the paodzya (foreman). If a conscript, or his kinsn'tan, pays a definite pric-e in n1oney or in
kind, he is aUowed to remain at home. If he
has not the wherewithal to pay, he is . caned

On the Ku•n ming
Hig·h road
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"Recall the fate. of· General Chang Hs·uehlia?g," add~d our acquaintance. "On being depnved of his troops he was not only deprived
?f pow~r but, as is well known, he was flung
Into pnson, where he remains to this day."
fields
rice
The
A Conversation Near
stretched far into the
a Rice Field
hills. Hundreds of ·soldiers were employed here, zealously weeding
the young, green rice shoots. We thought
that the soldiers were helping the p·e asants.
We .e ntered into conversation with a captain,
who was supervising the work and he explained to us that the soldiers were working
in fields that belonged to a big landowner.
"Our general," he said, "sends soldiers when
off duty to work in the fields. In this way he
ensures food supplies for his units and also
supplements the pay of his commanders."
As this conversation took place in the
front-line zone we asked the captain:
"Can a fi.ghting unit at the front be withdrawn and sent on field work?"
·"All is quiet at the front," answ·e red the
captain. "Besides, it is a ·common practice."
"What makes it necessary?"
"Our low pay. A soldier r·e ceives only two
bowls of rice a day. An officer of medium
rank receives from 800 to 2,000 Chinese dollars per month, but with this he is able to
buy only ten paok,e ts of cigarettes. Prices have
soared tremendously. The officer has a family,
for whom he must provide. Consequently, we
are obliged to find some sort of employment,
or engage in various commercial undertakings.
Sometimes a group of officers will club together, open a shop and share the profits."
Several soldiers pass·e d us carrying a dead
body wrapped in a piece of matting. The officer told ". ls that the soldier had died and was
·
being taken to be buried.
"Why was he not put irito a ·c offin in the
r·egular way?" w·e asked.
· "A coffin costs a lot of money," came the
answer. "Only twenty dollars are allowed for
each dead man. Matting costs from three to
five dollars. The commander therefore saves
·ITIOney."
We learned afterwards that the differenc·e
between the price of a coffin and that . of a
piece of matting is pocketed by the of.fic.e r.
"Conditions in. the Chines·e Army are so
hard for officers," the ·o aptain complained to
us, "that we have to resort to all sorts of
devic·e s to .get a living. Unlike the higher
officers, those of medium rank are unable to
engage in big ·c ommercial operations."

up, irrespective of whether he is sick, suffers
fro1n physical defects, or is too old or too
young.
Often, in the streets, or on ~he highroad,
one meets a column of r.agged and unwashed
men, tied together by the wrist. You ask in
asto:n,ishment: who are they? and you are
told: conscFipts. It appears that conscripts are
rounded up, tied by the wrist in groups of
three or four and sent to the mustering and
training centres under convoy.
The conscripts undergo a p·e riod of three or
four months' training, after which they are
sent off on foot in the san1e . manner, but in
larger contingents, to rep1lenish the units at
the front.
,Every modern army
The Generals' Pria complete organism
is
vate Armies
and has a uniform system of recruitment and adn1inistration. In
China, how·ever, it is different.
The armed forces of the country :are not
unified to this day. Very often one meets with
large units whioh are counted on the strength
of the Chinese Army, but actually are troops
belonging to individual Chinese generals, or
provincial ·governors. For example, the troops
at the personal disposal of Lung Yui}, the
governo_r .of Hunan, number, tog·e ther with
garrison units, as many as 200,000 men. Ma,
the Mohammedan general, has a force of
150,000 men under his command. General
Yen Hsi-shan, the commander of the Second
Military Area, 'behaves as if he wer.e the ruler
of an independent state.
During the theavy fighting that took place
in the province of Honan, a situation arose
in which the troops of General Chang Chingwang were being bled white. One would
have thought that General Yen Hsi-shan,
seeing the straits the neighbouring army wa~
in, would have comm·e nced operations against
the Japanese. He not only failed to do that,
however, but even refused to carry out the
order fro1n General Headquarters to assign
several units to participate in this operation.
"What are Yen Hsi-shan's troops employed
for?" we asked a Chinese, whose a·c·quaintance we made in Lo-yang.
"For the maintenance of order in the rear,"
answered our acquaintance significantly. ''General Yen Hsi -shan is afraid that fighting the
Japanes·e would weaken his troops, and once
his troops w·e re weakened his strength and
influence would wane. Without troops one
cannot acquire money, and without money
and troops one canne>t exercise power."
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·Our acquaintance described to- us rthe conditions in General Tang En-po's army. The
men and officers of this army were converted
into workers and coolies for factories that
belonged to different generals. Tang En-po
hhnself owned two factories, Lhe raw material for which the soldiers brought from
Japanese-occupied territory. His example was
followed by other generals.
When the Japanese commenced their offensive in Honan the generals hastened to save
their property. The men of their divisions
were transformed into coolies and carried
away on their backs the factory equipment,
goods, raw materials and the personal property of the generals. The columns of coolies
stretched for scores of kilometres along the
road to the rear. The rest of the soldiers, left
without commanders, scattered, denuding the
front.
This conversation helped us to understand
why the Chinese forces have suffered defeat,
and why many Chinese generals are opposed
to the unification of the armed forces of the
Republic.
In the town of X we
In an Army Hospital
applied to the mayor for
permission to visit one of the local army hospitals.
·
The scene that met our eyes was very depressing. Sick and wounded soldiers were lying
on the floor; their bedding consisted of straw,
and they were covered with their own army
blankets. The stench was frightful. Evidently
the wounded had not had their wounds
dressed for several days and their bandages
were indescribably filthy.
· We talked with the surgeon. He shrugged
his shoulders helplessly and opened a small
cupboard · containing a dozen or so of bottles
and a small quantity of bandages.
"This is all I have," he said. "Our hospital is off the main road, and transport diffi- ·
culties prevent us from receiving what we
need. l\1oreover, there is an extreme shortage
of medical supplies and of bandages in the
country. At the front the situation is even
worse."
Travelling
through
Idle Factories
the province of Szechwan we stopped, one hot summer day, at
a steel plant situated a hundred kilometres
from the temporary ·capital. We wanted to
go oyer the plant, but we learned to our
disappoint~ent that it had recently been
shut down. The owner of the plant, who
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came out to meet us, · invited . us to
his house. During -the conversation at the
sumptuous dinner he treated us to we · spoke
quite frankly. \Ve expressed surprise that his.
plant ·should have stopped work at a time
like this. There was a war on, we said~ the
army needed iron and steel, and, after all,.
there were not so many steel mills in China.
"The only reason I closed the plant," answered the owner with a sigh, "is that nobody
bought a n ything from me. My equipment is
not bad ; I have enough raw materials, but I
ran the plant at a loss. The authorities are
not interested in the goods we produce; they
find it more profitable to receive steel from
the Americans under the lend-lease law than
to support h om e industry."
\Ve learned that durin g the four summer
months no less than seventy plants of a simi- ·
lar type had closed down. At the p r esent time
only plants which belong to the gove r nment
or to big corporations whose shareholders oc:cupy posts in the administration are working.

•

Foreign and particularly American newspapers are writing a great deal about the sit uation in China; but much is written w ithout any special desire to delve down to the
roots of things. To know what is really going
on in the country one must peer into all the
crevices of its life, examine the causes which
retard the country's progress and the · people's struggle for national liberation. It is sufficient to visit Chinese units at the front to realize why the Chinese troops are suffering de feat at the hands of the Japanese.
Against this gloomy background, however, ,
a number of bright features may be seen. At
the front we saw Chinese soldiers who in the
oyerwhelming majority of cases fought
staunchly for their country and died in the
effort to check the Japanese offensive. We saw
Chinese peasants toiling on their land from early morning till late at night, uncomplainingly
bearing a11 the burdens of wartime. \Ve met
intellectuals whose hearts were torn by the dis tress of their country and people. The progressive sections of the Chinese people are
calling upon the government and the leadership of the Kuomintang to put a stop to
internecine warfare and to curb the reactionaries. The desire of Chinese progressives for national unity, for the democratiz~
tion of the state, for the · revival of political
liberty and the development of culture meets
with an ever growing response among the
broad· masses of the Chinese people.
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BOOK REVIEWS

A Suspicious ''Strategy''*
A. POLEVOI

·u

NDER present circumstances problems of
' · n1ilitary theory engage the minds of others
besides a narrow circle of experts. The enormous dimensions military operations assume
today provide n1ilitary science with an inexhaustible source of material. The interest displayed in works devoted to the task of revealin g the significance of present-day events by
the lessons of the past, against the background of the entire preceding history of war,
is natural.
Liddell Hart's book Tlze Strattgu of Indirect Approach, a new edition of which bas
appeared during the war, clai1ns to be a work
of this nature. The author observes that a
number of prominent English military writers
had taken part in compiling the first edition
of this . book, which appeared in 1929. The
publication of a new edition at the height of
the war shows that the author, and the military and ·political circles he represents, .do
n.ot regard the book as obsolete but, on the
contrary, are still inclined to _ adhere to the
main principles enunciated in it.
Liddell Hart is known to our readers by
his essays on the history of the First World
War, his descriptions of the armies of postwar Europe and, incidentally, by his. book
on the notorious Col. Lawrence, who dtrected
the activities of the British Intelligence Service in· the Near East. One could not help
noting that this author's works bore the undoubted impress of prejudice and narrowmindedness. After all Europe has gone
through, however, one might have e~pect~d
to find in his recent works something In
harmony with the present epoch of the gigantic struggle the freedom-loving nations are
waging against the ~ommon enemy •. the dark
for ces of Hitlerism. W .e must say qtute bluntly
that the reader will find no trace of this in
the book under review·
.
' What are the principles enunci~ted in. t~is
book? The strategy of indirect approach, Liddell Hart tells us didactically, is a theory of
how to solve the problems of politics by war,
without, if possible, engaging t~e enemy forces.
According to . the au~hor, wag1ng war means

making wide use of the active operations of
allied armies, while exercising indirect influence upon the enemy oneself. By the latter
he means blockade, political-diplonlatic combinations, propaganda pressure from within,
and so forth.
The strategy of indirect approach does not
pursue the object of routing the enemy; it
does not set out to achieve victory. It strives
to establish th e status quo ante bellum at
the end of the war. The task is to restore a
situation in. which each po'wcr is faced by
an opponent sufficiently powerful to check
it, and in which every con1bination of
powers is neutralized by a corresponding
counter-combination. Thus, the strategy of
indirect approach aims at securing influence
in all con1binations, and thereby at being over
then1 by taking advantage of the full play of
politics.
Liddell Hart avers that the political ex·
perience of Great Britain, the experience of
her wars, shows that after a war-and after
a successful -war in particular-Great Britain's
allies become her enen1ies. Consequently, in
the author's opinion, the cnezny n1ust be
spared, because he is a potential ally, and
the allies should, if possible, be weakened,
for they are the most likely enemies of the
future.
.Liddell Hart recommends that in waging
war in a certain coalition the starting position
should be prepared for a future war in
another coalition. In keeping with this,
passive waiting tactics should be adopted in
the course of the war, and operations should
be conducted only in the remote, second-rate
theatres. Engagements which might inflict
heavy losses upon the enemy and assist the
allies should be avoided. The brunt of the
war in the principal theatre should be borne
by the allies. 'Vhen the enemy is so worn
out that he is in danger of utter defeat by
the conscientious allies the strategy of indirect
approach
prescribes the
hurried
conclusion of peace by agreement at the expense of the allies.
The author tries to prove and substantiate
these "nohle" arguments by references to
history-. For this purpose he gallops through

*. The Strategy of Indirect Approach. Liddell Hart.
Faber and Faber, London.
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mention of the Battle of Jutland. In short~
all the facts which illustr.ate the decision of
vital issues in history by fighting are carefully. eliminated. They don't fit ·into the author's
theory.
·Liddell Hart's conceptions also cause him
to . garhle the military history of Russia.
There is nothing in his book about the
campaigns of Peter I, about · Poltava; nor
is there any mention of the operations and
engagements conducted by the great Russian
1nilitary leader Suvorov, who was held in
such profound respect by Nelson. There is
no mention of Kutuzov. The author describes.
the Russian army's operations in 1812 as the
"Russian strategy of evasion," (p. 155) and
ignores Smolensk and even Borodino, where
Napoil eon's armies wer.e bled white in fierce
fighting , which prepared the ground for the
rout of the invaders.
In the "·c onstructive" ·c onclusions he draws
from his historical review, Liddell Hart
defines the importance of strategy as follows: ·
strategy has not to overcom·e resistance except from nature (rivers, mountains, and so
forth) ; the aim of strategy is to reduce the
enemy's opportunities for resistance by utilizing the elements of movement and surprise.
Perf·ection in strategy is the achievement of
decisions without serious fighting; its ideai,
pure strategy, is a chieved "when the enemy
surrendered his purpose without any physical action at all being required." (.Pp. 189,
190, 191.)
Behold the great discovery in the field of
strategy! But this "discovery" is an attem,p t
to distort the facts and to revive the longobsolete strategy of armchair warfare, the
very same strategy which Suvorov ups·et by
his practice of delivering crushing blows. In
the beginning of the last century that crazy
Gern1an von Bii1low tried to •c onvince ·e very·
body that battles were due only to the ignorance and backwardness of generals. In .1 805,
the year of Austerlitz, this luckless prophet
deolared: "There will be no more batHes."
But today, nearly a century and a half later,
Liddell Hart says •t he same thing after the
Battle of Moscow, the turning point in t•h e
present war, and after Stalingrad.
Liddell Hart advises ·c ommanders to "postpone the battle, postpone the attack." But
for how long should an offensive. be postponed? To this the author replies : "until the
moral dislocation of the enemy." (P. 183 1
But what if the enemy's ranks refuse· ·to
become dislocated? It is common knowl€dge

the military history of .m ankind. Before the
astonished reader's gaze ,r ushes a turbulent
stream of events, dates, personages and
pseudo-strategical theories without any consideration for historical perspective, development of the technical implements of war and
the character and organization of armed
forces. The Graeco- Persian, the Peloponnesian
and the Punic Wars flash by in a metaphysical whirlwind. Classical antiquity gives way
to Byzantium and the ~fiddle Ages.
Then
follow the campaigns of the Swedish king
Gustavus Adolphus, of Cro1nw·e ll, Turrenne,
the wars of the eighteenth ·c entury, the wars
of the French revolution and N apoJ.eon,
Prussia's wars against Austria and France,
and the First World War.
q'he author presents historical facts in such
a way that if dates and place nam·e s were
struck out, the name of Caius Julius Caesar
could be rep:laced by that of Hitler, say, that
of Pericl-es by Frederick II, Xerxes by Hindenburg and Philip of Macedon by Eugene of
Savoy and nobody would notice the difference.
This unceremonious handling of the facts of
the past is, of course, not accidental on the
part of the author of the "strategy of indirect
approach.'' One thing stands out in all these
exercises, however. Engagements which decided the fate of nations are either not mentioned at aH, or else are mentioned merely in
passing, or described in such a fashion as to
create the impression that they were not the .
decisive fa~tors. All battles, from the Battle
of Marathon in 490 before the present era
to the breach of the German front bJ t he
Allied troops on August 8, 1918, are presented
by Liddell Hart as uncalled-for and thoughtless depa,rtures from "bloodless" manoeuvres,
military ruses and economic, political and
diplomatic "pressure," which, in his opinion,
are alone capable of guaranteeing success at
low cost and without any risk.
The unscientific examination of phenonwna
of the past from the viewpoint of preconceived
political ideas of today causes Liddell Hart
to hush up the most vital facts of English
history. There is no mention in his essay of .
the naval wars and engagements of the end
of the sixteenth century, of the Anglo-Dutch
wars of 1652-54 and 1665-67, of the navaJ
engagem.ents during the W.ar of the Spanish
Succession, and so forth. In dealing with the
Napoleonic W la rs he fails to mention Aboukir
or ·e ven Trafalgar! One would think that
glorious Nelson had never existed. In his
es.s ay on the First W odd War he makes no
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that the best way to secure the moral dislocation of the ,enemy is . to strike a series of powerful blows at him. It is well known that
this is the shortest way to victory. But the
concept " victory" is alien to this author. He
holds the term in contempt. He writes it in
quotation marks and talks about the "mirage
of victory." (P. 211.)
That Liddell Hart's . conceptions, which he
caills the "strategy of indirect approach,'' have
nothing in common with strategy needs no
proof. Strategy is the science of conducting
war and not of how not to conduct war in
the ~ourse of a war. It is evident also that
his views reflect a very definite political line.
In this author's opinion, a state which is
satisfied with its territorial boundaries does
not need . victory. The only ·c orrect ru!l e for
such a state to follow in war, · he claims, is
to pursue "lhnited objectives." V\:)lat does
this mean? The author tens us that it means:·
"Peace through stalemate, based on a coincident recognition by .e ach side of the oppo ·
nent's strength .... " (P.· 208.)
What are the means of achieving this
stalemate peace? In the strategy of indirect
approach these means are subordinated to its
main object. ' Discussing the "balanee of .
forces," in which the enemy enjoys either general superiority or superiority in a particular
theatre of operations, Liddell Hart recom ·
mends waiting for a change in the relation
of forces as a result of the "int·erv·e n.tion . of
allies." (P. 186.) The function of the ally in
"indirect strategy" is very definite in both
war and peace, and the author very franl{!ly
expounds it, in the historical aspect, so to
speak.
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lengthy utterances. In the face of the eloquent testimony of history he and those who
think like him believe that a "greater Germany," which had become such by the subjugation of Central Europe and Russia, would
not be a menace to ·Great Britain. In their
opinion the .fata:l blunder of history was that
the 'Germans in 1914 did not think of "turning irDevocably to the East ." But since the·y
did not think of it themselves it can be . suggested to them! Liddell Hart's friends have
exerted no little effort to divert German
aggression to the East. In pursuing the
notorious policy of appeasing the aggressor
they flung Austria and Czechoslovakia into
the clutches of the Germans, and when the
World War had already flared up they tried
to achieve a "stalemate" at the price of the
defeat of other countri.es.

'It would not be out of place to recall that,
in the long run, this adventurist policy
brought Great Britain to the verge of disaster
in 1940. Disaster was . a v.e rted only at the
price of heavy sacrifices on the part of the
English people; and the mortal danger that
then threat-ened Britain. and other freedomloving countries was removed by the selfsacrificing struggle of the Red Army which
broke the back of the fascist beast. But the
advocates of the bankrupt "political balance"
learned nothing. In the ensuing years they
exerted aJll their eff orfs to postpone the opening of military operations in the West; and
after the Red Army's victorious offensiv·e
operations and the development of the
operations of the Allied troops in W est•e rn
Europe these people who like to play with
fire did an in their power to prev·ent the rout
of the enemy and to secur;e the conclusion of
a ~compromise peace.
This object is pursued, in particular, by a
new book by Liddell Hart which appeared
in. 1944, i.e.~ the year when the Allies, at
last, opened the Second Front in. Europe.
As if in mockery the author gave this book
the title Why . Don~t We Learn the . Lessons of
History? In it he advocates the betrayal of
allies and a deal with the enemy for the
sake of-nothing more nor less than a finn
and lasting peace! H ,e writes that history
shows that complete victory has never led to
the results which the victors always expect,
viz., a firm and lasting peace. The victors
always sow the seeds of new war, because
victory gives rise among the vanquished to
a desire for retaliation and revenge, and
the victors create n·ew rivals. vVhen victory

"If after the Marne, in 1914, or ·e ven later,
she (Germany] had adopte-d a war policy of d efence in
the west, offense in the east, the
issue · of
the war might well
have
.b een
different. For, on the one hand, she could
unquestionably have consummated the dream
of Mittel-Europa, while . . .
the Unit-ed States
remained outside the conflict. With the wholr~
belt of central Europe under h-e·r control, with
Russia out o.f the war, even in economic
vassalage, th ere is flimsy 1ground for any belief
that the efforts . of Britain. France, and Italy
could have done more than, if •a s much ·a s, to
induce Germany to relinquish the bargaining
counters of Belgium and nort•hern F:mn ce in
return for the undisputed retention of her gains
in the east. A greater Germany, greater too in
potential strength and re_sourc es. ·Co~l.d well. have
afforded to for.go the desire for a m1htary victory
over t!he western allies." (Pp. 267-68.)

This passage reveals sufficiently clearly the
concise m ·e aning contained in Liddell Hart 's
31
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of firm and lasting collaboration .between _the
freedom-loving countries. True, the advocates
of this policy do not always go to the length
of drawing Liddell Hart's conclusions, .b ut
evidently Liddell Hart says what the _others
are - thinking. The point is that he raises higher than others the curtain that conceals -the
political thoughts of definite reactionary .circles which do not betray the slightest inclination to abandon their Munichite course.
These circles are an undoubted menace to
the cause of achieving the utter rout -of
Hitlerism and of ensuring , a . stable p~ace
based on a firm policy of international securnafreedom-loving
the
However,
ity.
tions will not permit suspicious "strategists"
to frustrate the noble aim of destroying
Hitlerism and of laying the foundations of a
firm and lasting peace in the interests of all the
freedom-loving nations. The historic decisions
of the Crimea Conference of the leaders, of
the Three Allied Powers are a pledge of this.

is achieved 'by an alliance, as is ·m ost commonly the case, this is the most common
result. A victory that is too complete inevitably gives rise to complications and makes
the task of concluding a just and wise peace
treaty all the harder. Where there are no
controls on the appetites of the victors, there
is no longer any restraint on the conflicts . of
views and interests among the members of
the alliance. The differences between them
become so sharp that what was a comradeship in face of a common danger is transformed into . enmity and mutual dissatisfaction, so that allies in one war become enemies
in tl~e next.
This plea -that a third war is inevitable
deserves the Clo~est attention. It must not be
forgotten that appeals for a "balance of forces
policy'~ are heard again and again in the
E_nglish press, in Parliament, and so , forth.
T~_is policy is advocated in opposition to that
February

Troops of the R-ed Army captured W ormditt and Mehlsack in
East Prussia.
The World Trade
ference closed.

Union Con-

.

CHRONICLE OF
INTERNATIONAL
'EVENJS
February 1945

Febru•ary 18
·The -decision of the Councii
of People's Commissars -o f the
U.S.S.R. to assist ;n the restoration of Warsaw ·was publ·ished.

.

February 19
United States marines landed on
Iwo Island (Volcano ;group).
Febru·ary 20

The Wh1te House published a
communique on negotiations in
Alexandria between Churchill and
Roosevelt concerning military operations in the Pacific.
Febru•ary 21

captured
troops
Army
Red
Czersk in northwest Poland.
The Inter-American Conference
attended by represen.tatives of the
United States and of eighteen
Latin American countries opened
in Mexico.
Febru-ary 22 .

A public meeting to celebrate
the 27th Anniversary of the Red
Army was held . in Warsaw.
Febru·ary 23
The Order of the Day ·of
Marshal of the Soviet Union

f94S

J. V. Stalin, Supreme Commanderin-Chief of the Armed Forces of the
U.S.S.R., on the 27th Anniversary
of the Red Army was published.
After -a month's :siege and stubborn fighting Re-d Army troops
captured the city and fortress of
~oznati ;n Poland, a strategically
Important centre of German defence in the Berlin dir.e ction.
A demonstration of 100,000 people and a military parade were
held in Belgrade to celebrate the
27th Anniversary .o f the Red
Army.
The Turkish Mejlis approved
the Government's decision to declare war on Germany and Japan.
February 24
Government troops in Bucharest
fired on a demonstration organized by the National Democratic
Front of Rumania.
The Egyptian Parliament approved the Government's decision ·
to declare a defensive war- against
'
the Axis powers.
Ahmed Maher Pasha, Prime Min-
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ister of Egypt, ~a~ assassinated in
Cairo.
February 2S
published
press
Soviet
The
to
addressed
congratulations
J. V. Stalin by foreign statesmen
on the occasion of the 27th Anniversary of the Red Army.
A new Government headed by
Nokrashi Pasha was formed in
Egypt.
Febru-ary 27
Second
troops of the
The
the
broke
Front
Byelorussian
enemy's resistance west of Chojnice (Konitz), advanced 70 kilometres in the course of four days
of offensive fighting and captured
Schlochau, Stegers, Hammerstein,
Baldenberg and Bublitz in Pomerania.
Churchill delivered a speech in
the House of Commons on the
results of the Crimea Conference.
Syria declared war on the Axis
powers.
The Anglo~French - negotiations
between
conducte-d in London
for
Minister
French
Bidault,
Foreign Affairs, and Churchill and
Eden were concluded.
February 28
l'he Radescu government
mania) resigned.

(Ru-

Red Army troops captured Neustettin and Prechlau in Pomerania.
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